Software Engineering Ttforkshop:
Designing kovably Correct Software

Characteristic of -eygrr engineering discipline is a theoretical, scientific
foundation upon which most of the engin-eerfs practical work is based. In
the last one to two decades such a mäthematiial foundation has been developed for designing provably correct software.
The objectives of this seminar are
' to familiarize the participants with the most important results of the
theory of proving programs correct and
'to enable them to apply these principles successfully to actual design
and programming tasks arising in ttreii own practice.
Seminar contents:
. Proving prograrns correct
- a program viewed as a mathematical object
- preconditions and postconditions
- proof rules for the assignment, if statement and while loop
- loop invariant, loop theorem
- partial and total correctness
' Group projects: developing a correct subprogram or program
- detailed specification

- design
- pseudocode
- logically complete proof of its correctness
' Practical examples of- program design and correctness proofs
- deriving a sketch of a programrs correctness proör from its spec_
ification

.

a program änd its. correctness proof jointly
^ - -- -devgloping
Additional
theoretical topics
- recursion and inductive proof
- state transition tables (fintte state machines)
- complexity of algorithms
- illustrative examples
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Your Kqv to Correct Software

A three day seminar/workshop
developed and conducted by Robert

L.

Baber

Who should attend?

Software developers - systems analysts, programmers and their managers.
Participants should have programming experience and a general famiüärity
with basic mathematics. In addition, participants should Ue witling to examinä
critically their own prior experience and be open to new ideas an"a apfroactres to designing software.
The problem

Computer software is still characterized by an unsatisfactorily high error
rate. Mistakes in software cause unnecessary cost, lost time and effort, inconvenience and annoyance before, during and after the implementation of a
system. The rrtestrr phase of a typical software development project of today
consumes a large amount of time and effort, accounting for about half of thä
total development costs.
The potential consequences of errors in software constitute a serious financial risk to a software supplier and, in extreme cases, can even lead to insolvency.. The changing structure of the software market, characterized by an
increasing number of microcomputer systems
experts, aggravates these risks.

in the hands of

computer non-

The solution

A theoretical basis for the construction of error free programs has been
developed during the last years. Recent practical experiencJhas shown that
an approach to designing software based on that foundation can lead to impressive success. The resulting substantial reduction in the number of errors
in newly developed software leads in turn to the following benefits:
considerable reduction in the time, effort
- arrtestingrr,

and costs incurred in

- a significant increase in software developerst productivity,
- a major improvement in the reliability of delivered software and
- a corresponding reduction in the costs of finding and correcting
errors in software and of relieving their consequences.

-2Goals

of this

seminar

The goals of this seminar are, therefore,

- to familiarize

.the Participants with the most important practically
applicable results
of the relevant theory and

- to develop the participants'

ability to apply
-thcirthese principles to actual
own äaily work.

design and programming tasks arising in

In order to achieve these goals, especially the latter, this seminar has been
conceived as an interactive workshop organized around three group projects.
Topics covered in this seminar

Introduction

t\--'

Test for software developers
The theory of proving programs correct
- A program as a mathematical object

^,.:

-

ii:T'"ä,{i# inF:ur'*e n,

an

d

= the loop
Loop invariants and the loop theorem
Partial and total correctness
The weakest precondition of a specified postcondition (the criterion of correctness) with respect to a statement

Group projects
- The detailed specification, design and construction of a program
- Proof of its correctness
- Problems taken from the participantsr own current work

Practical examples o{ correctness proofs and program construction
- Deriving a sketch of a programrs correctness proof from its
specification
- Developing a protram and its correctness proof jointly
Additional theoretical topics

-

Recursion

Inductive proof
State transition tables
Time complexity of algorithms
Illustrative examples

Plenary discussion

- Experienge-s gained and observations made during the workshop
- 9pportunities for applying the principles learned
- Prerequisites for their apptication
- Limitations and difficulties in their application

Conclusions and summary
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Software Engineerine Workshop
Desienine Error Free Software

by Robert L. Baber

Prosram

Dav I

- 9.30 l. Introduction
- 10.00 2. Test for software developers
10.00 - 10.30 3. Proving programs correct (lecture and
9.00
9.30

exercises)

10.50 12.30 14.00 15.00 15.20 16.45 10.30

10.50
12.30
14.00
15.00
15.20
16.45
18.00

Coffee

3. Proving programs corect (cont'd.)
Lunch

4. Group project (l)
Coffee

4. Group project (1) (cont'd.)
4. Group project (t) (presentations)

individual
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Prosram (cont'd.)

Dav

2

9.00

- 10.30

10.50 12.30 14.00 15.00 15.20 16.15 10.30

Dav

Coffee

6. Group project

(2)

Lunch

6. Group project (2) (cont'd.)
Coffee

6. Group project (2) (cont'd.)
6. Group project (2) (presentations)

3

10.20 10.40 12.30 14.00 14.30 15.45 16.00 16.40 9.00

!

10.50
12.30
14.00
15.00
15.20
16.15
17.45

5. Practical examples of correctness proofs and program
construction (lecture)

10.20 7. Additional

10.40

theoretical topics (lecture)

Coffee

12.30 8. Group project (3)

14.00

Lunch

14.30 8. Group projecr (3) (cont'd.)
15.45 8. Group project (3) (presenrations)

16.00

Coffee

16.40 9. Open discussion

17.00 10. Conclusions

and summary
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l.

Introduction

The problems
Computer software is still characterized by an unsatisfactorily high errc
rate. Even though most of the mistakes originally present in newly written software are found and corrected during the rrtestrr phase, the remaining errors still cause unnecessary cost, lost time and effort, inconvenience and annoyance during and long after the implementation of a
system.

The I'test[ phase of a typical software development project today cor
sumes a large amount of time and effort, accounting for about half d
the total development costs. The major part of this effort does not represent testing in an engineering sense, but rather finding and eliminating
mistakes. Often these mistakes are simple logical errors, represent oversights or derive from unjustified, usually implicit and unconscious assumptions.

The potential consequences of errors in software constitute a serious
financial risk to a software supplier and, in extreme cases, can even
lead to insolvency. The changing structure of the software market, characterized by an increasing number of microcomputer systems in the hands
of computer neophytes, aggravates these risks.
The solution

A theoretical basis for the construction of error free programs has beerr
developed during the liast years. Recent practical experience has shown
that an approach to designing software based on that foundation cryr
lead to impressive success. .The resulting substantial reduction in the
number of errors in newly developed software leads in turn to the following benefits:
considerable reduction in the time, effort
- arrtestingrr,

and costs incurred in

- a significant increase in software developersr productivity,
- a major improvement in the reliability of delivered software and
- a corresponding reduction in the costs of finding and correcting
errors in software and of relieving their conseguences.

RLB-KCS.H.I-I
Goals

of this

2

seminar

The goals of this seminar are, therefore,

- to familiarize the participants with the most important practically applicable results of the theory
correct,

of

proving computer progranF

- to demonstrate

how these concepts can be used as a basis for an
engineering approach to the design of a computer program c
software system and

- to develop

the participants' ability to apply these principles to
actual design and programming tasks arising in their own daily
work.

In order to achieve these goals, especially the latter, this seminar has
been conceived as an interactive workshop organized around three group
projects.
Emphasis is placed on the practical application of the theoretical foundation presented here, not on the theory itself or its development. The
theory is viewed in this seminar as a means to an end, not as an end in
itself.

This workshop does not deal with specific tools, techniques or methods
as such, but instead with fundamental knowledge and understanding of
protrams and with the application thereof to the design problem.

RLB-KCS-H-2-L
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2.

Test for Software Developers

This test has several purposes. The instructor obtains important and use
ful information about the participants' prior knowledge. The participants
are given a preview of the seminarrs subject materiäl as well as an introduction to the logical and mathematical way of thinking underlying
that material and to the way in which computer programs are provef,
cor.rect. The..questions contain a sample of the materiäl and knowledgp
which you will acquire during this workshop.

Questions

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ple.

Vhat is a variable in a computer program?
Define the mathematical term nfunctionr.
When are two subprograms equivalent?

Define the logical functions AND, OR and NOT.

Vhat is a recursive algorithm (recursive subprogram)? Give an €xarn-

6. a. Vhat does the following program segment do?
SUffi s= 0

i:=0
WHILEi(nDO
i:=i+l
surn 3= sum + x(i)
ENDWHILE

6. b. Under what conditions does it function correctly? What does thir
program segment do when these conditions are not satisfied?
6. c. What changes during the execution of the loop?
6. d. More importantly, what relationship among the values of the S€v€ral variables does not change, i.e. what is the ttloop invariantrr?

7.

and

In the following condition (which is taken from an lF-statement), y, z
t are numerical variables; s is a string variable:
I'Jones"
Y Zz + 4*t AND s =

7. d. For each of the functions ), *, *, AND and =, specify
l) its two arguments,
2) the range of each argument and
3) the range of the function's value.

RLB-KCS-H.?-I

7. b. The entire condition is an expression which can be considered to be
a function. What are the artuments of this function? Vhat values can
each argument assume? What values can the function take on?

7.

c.

Vhy must the condition given above mean
y lQ + 4*t) AND s = rrJonesrl

and not

U

Zd

+ 4*t AND s = rrJonesrr ?

8. It is claimed that the following subprogram,

which is called as a function procedure, calculates the product of the first n integers:
FUNCTION prod(n)

IFn=0

THEN Result: prod := I
ELSE Result: prod := n
ENDFUNCTION

* prod(n-l)

t. a. Describe precisely, unambiguously and completely the desired effect
of calling (executing) ttris subprogram.
b. Under what conditions will this subprogram function correctly?
8. c. Discuss what will happen if these conditions are not fulfilled.
8. d. Prove the correctness of the subprogram.
g. Initially, the condition
8.

xl0

is satisfied. Then the statement

x:=y_Tx

is executed. \[hat can be said about the values of the variables or about
the relationship among them after the execution of this statement?

a.

What condition must be satisfied before executing the statement
Zi=Z+X
in order to ensure that
10.

z!max

is true afterward?
10. b. How can, in general, the weakest precondition with respect to I
given assignment statement be derived from a specified postcondition?
Which axiom pertaining to the effect of executing an assignment statement must be assumed?

ll.

A proposition P is true before the loop

WHILE B DO 5
is executed. What property must the body S of the loop exhibit in general in order that the condition (P AND NOT B) must hold after the execution of the loop?
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3.

Provinß Proßrams Correct

Mathematics is applied in many fields in order to demonstrate logically
that objects of various different types exhibit certain characteristics or
properties. Those objects most familiar to us from our school days are

numbers and geometric figures (points, lines, triangles,

etc.).

Many more

eramples from the various scientific and engineering fields could
cited.

be

Also a computer program can be meaningfully and usefully considered to
be a mathematical object. Properties to be proved typically involve the
values of variables after the program or a part thereof has been executed. Such properties or characteristics are expressed in the form of mathematical theorems. These theorems constitute the definition of the programrs rrcorrectness". Using the program as a base, a proof is constructed
for these theorems, and hence for the correctness of the program. usually, one develops the program and the proof concurrently. sometimes the
program can even be derived from its proof.
In order to complete such proofs, various axioms and assumptions must be
presurned. They represent, in effect, a description or specification of the
environment in which the program is to be executed. Some axioms or assumptions relate to the effects of executing particular types of statementsr e.t. upon the resulting values of the variables. Others represent
requirements to be met by subprograms.

A classical design error

The engineering solution
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What is a mathematical proof?

-

Sequence

of logical steps

Each step logically rigorously justified, i.e. based on assumptions
(axioms) or facts already proved, from which the thesis follows

Pay particular attention to the conditions of the axioms, previously
proved theorems, etc.; ensure that they are fulfilled precisely and
completely. (This is often slighted or even ignored completely by software developers, therefore programs often run correctly only under
rrnormafr, favorable and foreseen conditions.)

-

The thesis of the last step is the theorem to be proved.

Example: Algebra
Theorem: If a and b are real numbers,
(a+b)2

Proof:

thens

=a2 +Zab+b2

(a+b)2 = (a+bF(a+b)
= (a+bFa + (a+bFb

Definition of exponent
Distributive law:

x*(y+z)=x*y+xrz

= a*(a+b) + b*(a+b)

Commutative law:

b*b
= a2 + a*b + b*ä + b?
= a2 + a*b + a*b + b2
= a*Er + a*b + b*a +

= a2 +

Distributive law
Definition of exponent

Commutative law

(a*bFl + (a*bFt + b2 Axiom of the

= a2 +(a*bFc+r) +

b2

itlJrtil,iJ:i:il

tt'

= a2 + (a*bF2 + b2

Def. of the symbol t'2"

= a2 + 2*(a*b) + b2

Commutative law

= a2 + 2*a*b + b2

Q. e. d.

x*y = y*x

Associative law

x*(y*z) = (x*y)*z

RLB-KCS-H-3-l

Example: Geometry
Theorem (Pythagoras): The square of the hypotenuse c is equal
of the squares of the legs a and b of a right triangle:

to

the

sum

a2+b2=c2
Proof:

'b

äb

b2

a

&

äb

a

b

(a+b)2

a

=a2+b2+2ab

=

c2

+

)

4abl2

a2+ b- + 2ab =c2+Zab
^2
Q. e. d.

*bz =c2

=c2+Zab
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Some Definitions

l. A proßram variable is an association of a name, a set and a value (an
elemenIJTTFäTTeTF
Example: (x, integers, -45)
The variable (program variable) x has the value -45.

2. The execution of an assiRnment statement causes a newly calculated
value to be associated with ("assigned to") the indicated program variable. In general, the value of the variable in question will be changed by
this action.
x:=y-x
If x = 5 and y = t
Example:

then after execution

before the assignment statement

is

it will be true that x = 3 and y = t.

executed,

3. A function associates each element of a set with an element of a
(generää!-äillerent) set. It I'maps'r the first element (the first value) into
the second element (the second value). The first value is frequently
called the t'argument'r of the function. The second value is the 'rvaluerrof
the function. The first element (argument) can be a pair, triple, etc. of
values, so that a function can have several arguments. A function represents a rule for calculating the value of the function based upon the values

of its

arguments.

Example l: INT( )
This function rounds the argument down to an integer, i.e. it determines the greatest integer which is not greater than the argurnent.
INT(3.14) = 3, INT(2) = 2, INT(-4.35') = -5.
Example 2: )
The function ) maps a pair of numbers into one of the values (true,
falsel, depending upon the relationship between the values of the
two argurnents. E.g., (3 :, 5) = false and (8 : 6) = true.

RLB-KCS-H-3-l

4.

An expression consists of a combination of variables, operators (functions) and constants and represents a rule for calculiating a value based
on the values of the variables appearing in the expression. As such, an
expression is itself a function.
Example l: (a + bF4
If a = 2 urd b = 3, then the value of this expression is 20.
Example 2: (5*x + 2)10 AND x ( 8
If x = 3, then the value of this expression is rrtruerr.

5. A proposition, condition,

relation or thesis is an expression with values in the set {true, false}. See example 2 of an expression above. When
the expression appears in a proof, one usually speaks of a thesis or proposition. Vhen the expression appears in a statement in a computer program or an algorithm, one usually speaks of a condition. The condition in
an IF statement is a common example.

6. [f from the truth of a condition A before executing a statement S the
truth of a condition B after its execution follows, one writes
{A} S {B}
The condition A is called a precondition of the postcondition B with respect to the statement S. The least restrictive condition among all such
preconditions is called the weakest precondition. It is the necessary and

srrfficientpreconditionfor@onditionafterexecution
of

S.

RLB-KCS-H-3-l
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Axioms PertaininR to the Execution

of Proßram

Statements

In order to be able to proye theorems about the effects of executing
programs and program segments, we must make some assumptions about
the effects (e.g. upon the values of program variables) of executing individual statements. These assumptions are grouped together here systematically.
Three types of statements are defined here axiomatically: the assignment
statement, the IF statement and the WHILE statement.

If

the term rrprogram variable" is understood to include data elements
stored in peripheral files, printed on output reports, etc., then all input/output statements can be considered to be sequences of assignment
statements, possibly embedded in IF and. WHILE statements. Informatics
scientists have shown that in a certain but rather general sense, these
three kinds of statements suffice for the construction of all programs.

l.

The AssiRnment Statement

The assignment statement consists of the name of a variable, the assignment symbol (:=) and an expression in which the names of any variables
may appear. It has the form

x := €(xr yl, y2r.,. yn)
Axiom for the Assignment Statement

Let x{b} stand for the value of the variable x before executint the
statement; x{a}, for its value after execution, etc. The values of the various variables before and after execution of an assignment statement of
the above form are related as follows:
x{a} = e(xtb}, yl{b}, y2{blr... yn{bD
yl{a} = yl{b}
y?{al = y2{bl
yn{3} = yn{b}

RLB-KCS-H-3-l

2. The IF Statement
The IF statement has the form

IF B THEN SI ELSE 52
where B is a condition and Sl and 52 are sequences of statements. The
of any program variables may appear in the condition B.

names

IF Axiom
The execution of the above IF statement has the same
values of the program variables as the execution of
51,
52,

if
if

effect upon the

Btbl = true
B{b} = false.

That is, the entire IF statement is equivalent to either Sl or 52, depending upon whether B{b} is true or false.
B{b} is the value of the condition B before execution of the IF statement, i.e., the value of the condition B is determined by using the values
of all variables appearing therein before the IF statement is executed.

fol se

RLB-KCS-H.3.I

3. The VHILE Statement
The WHILE statement has the form
WHILE B DO

S

where B is a condition and S is a sequence of statements.
WHILE Axiom

The execution of the above WHILE statement has the same effect upon
the values of the prog,ram variables as the execution of
5

WHILE B DO S,

if

B{b} = true

the null statement,

if

B{b} = false.

That is, the condition B is first evaluated, using the values of all variables appearing
therein before execution of the WHILE statement. If the
-of
value
the-condition-ET'rtruerr, 5 is executed and ihen the entire
VHILE statement is repeated. If the value of the condition B is lfalserr,
ttre entire VHILE statement, including S, is skipped and the execution of
the program continues with the succeeding statement (if any).

firl se
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Proof Rules

Certain consequences of the previous definitions and axioms arise frequently in program proofs. Therefore, they are presented here in the
form of rrproof rules".

l.

Proßressive Proof Rule for the Assißnment Statement

Example: Problem 9 of the test
Proposition:

If x ) 0 before execution of the statement

X!=y-Tx
then after execution

v-x)0.
Proof: By the hypothesis of the theorem, xtb) | 0, which implies

(l)

2*x{b}

}

0.

According to the axiom for the assignment statement,

Q,

(3)

x{a} = y{b} - Zrx{b} and
y131 = y{b}.

Rearranging equation 2 above, we obtain

ytb)-x{a}=2*xtb}.
Combining with inequality

l,

ytbl-x{a}=2*x{b}}0
or simply,

Y{b}-x{a}}0
Applying equation 3, we have

Y(a)-x{a}}0
Q. e. d.
General procedure: Solve the first equation of the axiom for the assignment statement (e.9. equation 2 above) for the prior value of the variable appearing on the left side of the equation k{b} in this example). In
the given precondition, replace the values of variables before execution
of the assignment statement by expressions which contain only values of
variables after execution. The result is the desired postcondition, in
which only values of variables after the execution of the assignment
statement aPPear.

l0
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The procedure for the progressive proof rule for the assignment statement cannot always be applied. For this and other reasons, the retrogressiye proof rule for the assignrnent statement (which is always applicable) is of great practical interest.

2.

Retrogressive Proof Rule for the AssiRnment Statement

Theorem: Let the assignment statement

x := €(xr yl, y2r... yn)
and a proposition P over program variables be given.

a proposition Q by replacing xr wherever it occurs in
execution of the
assignment statement and the value of P after execution of the assign-

If

one constructs

yl, y2, ... yn), then the value of Q before

P, by e(x,

ment statement are equal:

q{6} = p{a}
Remark: Q, when constructed as described above, is often written
Px

as

e

The thesis of the theorem can then be written as follows:
Pxe{b} = p{a}

Proof: P is an expression (a function) in which arbitrary program variables can appear, possibly alt

yl,

P(x,

y2,

... yn)

By the definition of Q,
Q(x,

ylr y2, ... yn) = P(e(x, yl, y2r...

The value of Q before the execution
given by the equation

(t)
The value

yn)r

of the

yl, y2r... yn)

assignment statement is

Q(x, yl, y2, ... ynXbl
= P(e(x, yl, y2r... yn), yl, y?r... ynxbl
= P(e(x{b}r yt{b}, yZ{bl, ... yn{b}), yltb}, y2{b1,... yn{b})

of P after the execution of the assignment statement is

Q,

P(x,

yl,

y2, ... ynXa) = P(x{a}, yl{a}, y2{alr... yn{a})

ll
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By the axiom for the assignnrent statement,

x{a} = e(x{b}, yl{b}, y2{blr... yn{b})
ylta) = yl{b}
y2ta) = y2{b}
yn{a} = yn{b}

It follows from these equations and equation 2 above that
P(xr

yl,

!2e ... ynXa)

= P(e(x{b},

yl{b}, y2(b1,... yn{b}), yl{b}, y2tblr...

I

yn{b})

it follows that
Q(x, yl, y2r... ynxb) = P(x, ylry2r... ynXa)

From this equation and equation

above,

Q. e. d.

Note: If .Pxe is true before executing x := €r then P is true afterwards.
Symbolically:

{Pxe}x:=e{P}
Conversely, if a condition P is to be true after the execution of the assignment statement, then the condition obtained by replacing x by e in P
must be true before executing the assignrnent statement.

Px. is the weakest precondition of the postcondition P with respect to
the- assignment statement x 3= e.

x != e(,,,)

RLB-KC5-H-3-I
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Example Problem lO of the test

After executing the assignment statement
Z?=7aY

the condition P is to be true, where

P=(z(max)
By the retrogressive proof rule for the assignment statement,

(z + x (
Pz-.z+x =

max)

must be satisfied before execution

of the

assignment statement.

The weakest precondition is obtained by applying the retrogressive proof
rule for the assignment statement. The axiom for the assignment statement is assumed. Particularly noteworthy is the assumption that only the
value of the variable whose name appears on the left side of the assignment statement is changed. Vhen the expression is evaluated, no other
variablers value may be changed, e.g. by so-called fiside effectsrr. Programming lianguages exist which do not satisfy this axiom. This form of
the retrogressive proof rule may not be applied in such cases.

RLB-KCS-H-3-I

3.

L3

Proßressive Proof Rule for the lF-Statement

If a condition Q is satisfied

before executing the IF statement

IF B THEN SI ELSE 52
and

if

the statements Sl

ild

52 have the properties

{Q AND B} Sl {P} and
{Q AND NoT B} 52 {P}

then the proposition P is satisfied after execution of the IF statement.
Symbolically,

(Q

-)

AND B)

Sl {p}) AND ({Q AND NOT B} 52 tp})

tQ) IF B THEN Sl ELSE 52 {P}

fol se
NOT B

l4
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4.

Retroßressive Proof Rule for the IF Statement

If a condition

P is to be satisfied after execution of the IF statement

IF B THEN SI ELSE 52
then a precondition Q must be satisfied, where

Q = a precondition of P with respect to Sl, if Btb) = truel
Q = a precondition of P with respect to 52, if B{b} = false.

If Vl is a precondition of P with respect to Sl and V2, a precondition of
P with respect to 52, then the precondition Q can be written
Q = (Vl AND B) OR (V2 AND NoT

B)

lf,

furthermore, Vl and V2 are the respective weakest preconditions,
then Q is the weakest precondition of the postcondition P with respect
to the above IF statement

(Vl

RND

B)

OR

N2

RND NOT B)

o

v
:rt-

t5
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5.

Proof Rule for the VHILE Statement

Example: Problem 6 of the test
Theorem:

If n is an integer

and n | 0, then the execution of the prograrn

Stllll := 0

i:=0
VHILEi(nDO
i:=i+l

SUlll 3= sum + x(i)
ENDVHILE

will terminate after a finite

number

of steps with

/',
sum=SU"
*i=l n x("

Remark: "SUM ...'r above is defined as follows:
SUM:-,n x(j) = x(l) + x(2) + ... + x(n)
J=t
where by definition this SUM = 0

if n = 0.

Proof: In this proof we will refer to the values of variables at different
places in the piogram. We define, therefore, the points a, b, c, c2, d and
e as follows:
SUITI

:=

i:=0

0

tal

VHILE{b}i<nDo
{c}

i:=i+l
{c2l

Slltn 3= sum + x(i)

tdl
ENDWHILE
{e}
See also
Baber.

the diagram on page 145 of "software Reflected" by Robert L;

First we will show that the proposition
surn = SUM;=ti x(j) AND

i

!

n

is always true at points a, b, c, d and e. Such a proposition is called I
rrloop invariantrr. It represents the key to the proof and is without doubt
one of the most important concepts in programming.

i?
J

v

.rJ

Xor

S.J

v'l

$
g

||

rA

:
)

9'l

J

(g

g
t\

dWI
tl

+

:

Fr

T
\

\

*

öLi

t'
\

t

Ft
d

r
\

TA
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The loop invariant repeated:

surr = SUMl=li x(i) AND i

!

n

At point a, i

= 0 and SUrr = 0. The loop invariant is clearly true at this
point (see the remark and the hypothesis of this theorem above).

The first time the loop is exeotted, the loop invariant will also be true
at point b, because no variablers value is changed between points a and
b.

At point c, both the loop invariant (which was true at point b) as well
the WHILE condition will be true:
surn = SUMl=li x(i) AND

i

I

n AND

i(

as

n

This proposition is equivalent to
sum = SUM;=li x(j) AND

i(

n

Le.,
sumfc] = sUMl=litc] x(j) AND i{c}
The effects

(n

of the statements in the body of the loop

are:

i{c2}=i{c}+l
i{d}=i{c2}=itc}+l
sum{c2} = sum{c}
srm{d} = sum{c2} + x(i{c2}) = sumfc] + x(i{c}+l)

Strictly speaking, we should also indicate at which places the values of n
and xL) should be taken, e.g. x(i[c2]+'lXc2]. Because the values of these
variables are never changed in this program, we may, for the sake of
simplicity, omit such indications without introducing ambiguity.
Combining the above equations, we obtain
sumtdl = [SUMl=li(d]-l

x(j[

sumfd] = SUMl=li{d} *(j)
and

(n
i{c}+lSn

i{c}
itd)

J

n

+ x0{d})

t7
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Thus, the loop invariant will be true also when execution passes through
point d for the first time. It will therefore be true the second time control passes to point b, which in turn implies that it will be true at points
c and d the second time execution passes through these points, etc. Le.,
the loop invariant will be true at these points on every pass through the
loop.

If

execution eyer passes to point e, the loop invariant as well as the
of the WHILE condition will be true:

negation

sun = SUMl=li x(j) AND i

Jn

AND NOT

i(

n

But

i!nANDNOTi(n
is equivalent to
i=ll
Therefore, at point e
sutn = SUMl=ti x(j) AND

' n x("
"t
sum = SUftj=l
That is, the thesis
terminates.

of the

i

=n

theorem

will be satisfied if the VHILE loop

far, we have shown that the program is correct if it ever (in finite
time) terminates. Such a program is called "partially correctrr. Ve must
still prove that the program will also always terminate, in which case it
is said to be Ittotally correctrr.
So

During each pass through the loop the value of i is increased by l. TfE
values of i at point b are, therefore, 0, l, 2, etc. After n h ) 0) executions of the loop, i = n. The WHILE loop will then terminate and control
will pass to point e. Q. e. d.

l8
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Structure of the Proof of Correctness of a Loop

In the preceding section we

l. determined the loop invariant,
2. proved that the initialization establishes the truth of the loop invari-

äntr

3. proved that the body
variant,

of the loop preserves the truth of the loop in-

4. showed that the loop invariant and the condition for termination of
the loop (the negation of the loop condition) together imply the correctness of the results and
5. proved that the condition for termination
sometime, i.e. that the execution of the loop
many steps.

of the loop will

be fulfilled

will terminate after finitely

Steps I through 4 above ensure that the loop is partially correct, i.e.
will deliver correct results if it delivers any results at all (terminates).
Step 5 ensures that it must terminate and, therefore, that it is totally
correct.
This approach is generally applicable to loops.

NO LOOP WITHOUT

A LOOP INVARIANT

Inlt,

RND NOT B

!

RLB-KC}H-3-I
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The general form of the proof rule for a VHILE statement is the
Loop Theorem: Consider a given loop
WHILE B DO

S

where B is a condition and S is a sequence of statements. If

l.

a condition I is true before the loop is executed

and

2. the truth of the condition (I AND B) before the execution of
S implies the truth of the condition I thereafter, i.e.
fl ar.lo Bl s tr)
then the condition
O AND NOT B)

will

be true upon termination of the loop

(if the

loop ever terminates).

Expressed in compact, symbolic form, the loop theorem is written

ttl NNO B} S TO) -)

({D WHILE B DO S {I AND NOT B})

In this theorem I is the loop invariant. The condition (l AND NOT
either is the criterion of correctness or implies it.
The loop theorem deals with partial, not total correctness.
must be proved separately

IRNDB

RND NOT B

B)

Termination

RLB-KCS-H-3-l
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Example: Problem 1l of the test

After executing the loop
WHILE B DO

S

the proposition (A AND NOT B) should be true. It may be assumed that
the condition A is satisfied prior to the execution of the loop.

If the body 5 of the loop has the property that the truth of (A AND B)
prior to execution of S implies the truth of A afterward, symbolically
{A AND B} S TA}
then the condition (A AND NOT B)
nates (if it terminates).

will be satisfied when the loop termi-

2l
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Guidelines for the Construction of a Loop

Applying the loop theorem, a loop is constructed as follows:

l. Transform the criterion or criteria of correctness (the specificationf
into the form (I AND E). Alternatively, determine conditions I and E such
that (l AND E) implies the correctness condition. Then let I be the loop
invariant and E be the terminal condition, i.e. let (NOT E) be the condition of the WHILE loop.
2.

Construct a sequence S of statements such that {I AND NOT E} S tlb
i.e. such that S preserves the truth of the loop invariant.

3.

Construct the initialization A such that after executing
invariant I will be true.

A the loop

Then the program segrnent
A
VHILE (NOT E) DO 5

will be partially correct with respect to the given specification.

RLB-KC}H.3.I
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Other Loop Constructs
The WHILE loop is a general loop form which can be used to construct
any loop. In practice other loop constructs also prove useful and convenient. In the following sections, some of the more important and frequently encountered types of loops are described and defined in terms of the
VHILE construct.

REPEAT... UNTIL

In this loop construct the body of the loop is first executed and only
thereafter is the loop condition tested. The loop terminates when the
loop condition is true.

Definition: The loop
REPEAT S UNTIL B

is equivalent to

s-

VHILE NOT B DO S

RLB-KCS-H-3-I
FOR .
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NEXT

This is the rrnormal" loop construct in the Basic programming language.
has very well known and populiar predecessors in Fortran and Algol.
One definition
loop

of the FOR ... NEXT loop construct is the following.

It

Thc

FORi=vTObSTEPs
K
NEXT

i

is equivalent to

i:=v

VHILE (s ) 0 AND v < i AND iSb)
oR (s < o-AND b S i-AND i 3 vrOO
K

i:=i+s
GNDWHILE)

In practice extreme cäre should be exercised, because the FOR loop ip
implemented in different real computer systems in different ways. ln
some systems it is implemented as defined above. In others v, b und s
(which can be variables or expressions) are evaluated only once; the initially determined and internally stored values are used for every subsequent evaluation of the loop condition. Theie two implementational
schemes can lead to different results if the values of variables appearing
in v, b or s (or the values of v, b or s themselves if they are variableq)
are modified in the body of the loop.

RLB-KCS-H-3-l
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The Loop with an Intefnql Exit
Sometimes an exit from the loop (termination of the loop) is desired at
point within the loop, e.g.:

a

LOOP
SI
IF B THEN EXIT
s2
ENDLOOP

rrEXIT" is understood
lowing xENDLOOP".

to

mean

a jump to the statement immediately fol-

In programming lianguages which provide this loop construct,
defined to be equivalent to the following:

it is usually

sl
WHILE NOT B DO
s2

sl

(ENDWHILE)

The obvious advantage of this loop construct is the only one: The sequence Si of statemänts appears only once, whereas it appears twice in
the VHILE construct. If Sl consists of many individual statements, this
simplification can lead to a program which is more readable and more
easily understood.

RLB-KCS-H-3-I
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The.Loop with Several Internal Exits
.1.

'

The loop construction allowing one internal
permit many exits:

exit can be generalized to

LOOP
s0

IF BI THEN EXTT
st
IF 82 THEN EXIT
s2
o"

IF Bn THEN EXIT
Sn

ENDLOOP

Such a loop can always be rewritten in the form of a WHILE loop. The
equivalent WHILE loop can, however, be structurally cumbersome.

A loop with several internal exits written by a programmer can be com.
pared with an idiom or saying used by an author. It sometimes permits I
particular, specialized idea to be expressed especially clearly, concisely
and pithily. In such cases it is appropriate to employ this loop form.
Usually, however, the protrammer should avoid this construct. tf it
serves as a substitute for a complete and logical analysis of the proble4r
and its solution, it is contraindicated. Particularly if the amount of detail and the number of 'special cases to be considered lead to a compli.
cated and confusing proof of correctness should this loop construct bp
avoided like the plague.

to appear insidc
.This is particuLarly useful when thc
program detects a special case for which continued processing is unneoessary.
Some programming languages permit an EXIT statement

a VHILE, REPEAT or FOR loop.
.

But in any event:

NO LOOP VITHOUT

A LOOP INVARIANT

!
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Proof rule IF4

(if statement): If

tQl ad B) sl {P} ana
tQ2 ad mt Bl s2 {P}
then

{Ql and Q2} if B then Sl

else 52 endif tP}

I

Proof rule IF4 (tf statement)

tQl

8nd Q2l

I
(Ql 8nd B)

{Q2 and

mt

B}

Proof rule IF4 also follows from proof rules IFI and Pl. Like proof rule
IF3, it is sometimes of practical interest because of the relatively simple
form of the precondition (Ql aDd Q2).
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hoof rule Sl

32

(sequerce

of statements): If

Sl {Pl} and
tPu s2 tPl
{Q}
then

tQ) (S1; s2) tP)

I

Proof rule

Sl

(sequence

of

statements)

{o

I

ts-l
t

{Pl}

I

tYl
l-]

t

(P)

This proof rule generalizes to an arbitrarily long sequence of statements
in the obviorls way. Thus, to find a precondition of a given postcondition
P with respect to a sequence of statements, first find a precondition of
P witlr respect to the last statement in the sequence. Thenr üso this as
the postcondition with respect to the next to last statement, etc., working backward statement by statement through the entire sequence. The
precondition with respect to the first statement in the sequence found
in this way is also a precondition of P with respect to the entire sequence.
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Wl (while lmp): If

tt ana B) S []
t}ten

0) while B do S endwhile ü and mr B) I
Proof rule

Wl (while

loop)

{I and not B}
Before and after each execution of the loop body S, the value of the
condition I is true, i.e. constant. Therefore, the condition I is called
the loop invariant. The loop invariant is the key to designing and under-

standing a loop.

The application of proof rule lvl requires that the loop invariant I be
true immediately before scecution of the loop begins. (usually, I is true
initially in a trivial way.) In ot}er words, the lnitial situation is a special
case of the loop invariant. After execution of the loop, (I and mt B)
is tnre. The final situation is, therefore, also a special case of the loop
invariant. Viewed t}te other way around, the loop invariant is a generalization of tlre initial and final situations. This observation gives us a
rule of thumb for determining a loop invariant: generalize the initial
and final situatioru (the precondition and the postcondition) into a suitable loop invariant.

RLB-KCS-B-3-l
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Proof rule W2 (while loop with initialization): Let
invariant) be given.

If

a

condition

I

(loop

(O lnitiatization {t} ana
and B] S (I] and
(t ana mt B) '+ P

I
tlen

(Ql {ioitiatization; rüile B do S endx,hile) (P}

I

Proof nrle W2 (while loop with i,nitialization)

{o

I

0 ana not B)
:=+
tPl

hoof rule W2 combines

(and follows from) proof rules Wl,

Sl

and Pl.

To prove a loop with initialization correct,

l.

I (if not already given by the designer
2. prove that {a} initialization {I} (i.e. that I is true immediately
determine tbe loop invariant
or programmer),

before the loop),
and B] S {I} (i.e. that the body

3. prove that I

of ttre loop preseryes
the truth of I),
4. prove ttrat 0 and not B) + the postcondition P (i.e. that P is
tnre on termination of t}re loop) and
5. show that the loop terminates, i.e. that there is an upper bound
to the number of times the loop body S is executed.

35
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Proof nrle DCI (divtde and con4rcr):

tQl) S tPt)
(Q2) s {P2}

If

and

then

(Ql and Q2) S {Pl a"d

P2}

I

hoof rule DCI (divide and conquer)
tQl)

tQ2)

(Ql and Q2)

I

I

I

f-,' I f-,' I
t

{Pl}

I

(Pzl

E!+

t

{Pl and P2}

The preconditions and postconditiors at the various intermediate places
in a program segment can become long. The algebraic manipulations can
often be organized more clearly by splitting ttre expressions into shorter
parts, working each part through separately and tien recombining the
partial results. While more steps result, each step involves simpler expressions. Proof rules DCI above and DC2 and DC3 below provide a basis
for separating expressions into parts and recombining results.
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Proof nrle DC2 (divide and conquer):

{Ql} s tPt}
(Q2)

s

If

ana

tP2)

theo

{Ql

ü

Q2} S

{Pl or P2} I
Proof rule DC2 (divide and conquer)

{Ql}

tQ2l

I

I
I
tP2)

(Ql or

Q2)

I

r?lt
{Pl or

P2}

Proof rule DC3 (divide and conquer): If
tO) S tPl) and
(Q] s {P2}
then

{O s {Pt

ana P2}

I

Proof nrle DC3 (divide and conquer)
(a)

{o

{o

I

I

I

lsl

t

{Pl}

rsl
I
(P2l

{Pl

I

and P2}
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'
Example

5.
l:

Practical Examples of Correctness proofs and

File Positioninß

The contents of a file in a medical laboratory's computing system indicates which analyses should be performed on each blood sample. The file
consists of a sequence of lines, each of which contains a number. Each
gmple and each possible analysis is identified by a positive integer
!tq$
(>0). The number 0 indicates the end of a sequence of airalysis numErs
for one sample or the end of a seguence of sample groups (and hence the
end of the file).
For each blood sample the sequential file contains a line with the sample
number, then one or more lines, each with an analysis number, and finally a line containing the number 0 (indicating the end of the analysis
numbers for the sample). The analyses indicated in the group are to be
performed on the sample indicated in the first line. The end of the file
is indicated by a line containing 0 instead of a sample number:
Sample number
Analysis number

Analysis number

0 (end of the sample group)
Sample number
Analysis number

Analysis number

0 (end of the sample group)
0 (end of the file)
In this application system a central computer is connected directly with
an automatic analyzer, which contains its own small computer. From time
to time the analyzer sends to the central computer a request for instructions. The request indicates the position of the sample in the file. The
central comPuter responds by sending to thc analyzer the list of numbers
for the analyses to be performed.
The samplets position in the file is not necessarily the same as the sample number, vhich is of no consequence in this part of the program.
Normally the analyzer requests instructions for the samples in the order
in which they appear in the file. Exceptions can, however, occur, e.g. in
the event of an operational disturbance, an error on the part of-the
operator of the analyzer, repeating an analysis, etc.

RLB-KCS-H-5-I

Task: Subroutines for the central computer are to be designed which

Eif the data from this file and transmit the requested
the analyzer.

inst-ructions to

In order to simplify logically the interaction among the several subroutines, we define conditions which are to be fulfilled whenever any of
these subprograms is called or returns control to its calleri

l.
2.
3.

The file is positioned immediately after a sample number.
The value of the variable rrsnrrr - this sample number.
The variable lpos'r indicates this samplets position in the file.

The "sample numberrr after which the
marking the end of the file.

file is positioned may be the zero

This specification

of an interface condition is

The subprotrams
this specification:

for

varianl It can be thought of as a I'program
processing

comparable
invariantr'.

to a loop in-

this file follow straightforwardly from

Subproßram: Open file.
OPEN file
READ snr
poS 3= I
(end of the subprogram)

SubproFram: Position file to the sample group rrposreq'r.
Precorxüilons posreq ii an integer, posreq I l.
lF pos ) posreq
THEN REWIND file
READ snr
pos :- I

Gnd IF)

Prop.:

S posreq (invariant of the following WHILE loop)
VHILE pos < posreq AND snr > 0 DO
pos

REPEAT
READ analysisnumber
IJNTIL analysisnumber J 0
READ snr

:= poS + I
Gnd VHILE)
Gnd of the subprogram)
Theorem: At the end of this subprogram either
l. snr ) 0 and pos = posreq (The desired sample has been found.)
pOS

or

2.

snr S 0 (The desired sample is not in the file.).

RLB-KCS-H-'-I

lubprotfajn: Answer rcguest for sample position rposreqr.
Precondition: posreq is an integer, posreq ) l.
CALL Subprogram: irosition fil; (;; aboveT.
t:nd message to analyzer: "Analysis numbers follow,,

IFsnr)0

THEN LOOP

READ analysisnumber

IF analysisnumber < 0 THEN EXIT
Send analysisnümber
ENDLOOP

Prop.: The
READ snr

to analyzer.

file is positioned before a sample

number.

pOS := pOs + I
Gnd IF)
Prop.: All analysis numbers (if any) for the sample in the position
posreq of the file have been transmitted to the analyzer.
message to the analyzer: I'End of the analysis numberi[
*:nd
(End of the subprogram)

This application represents a relatively simple exampte of data processNevertheless errors are often mad! whän designing and consiructing
zuch programs. Those errors cause unnecessary coits f-or rttestingrt (find]
ing and correcting the errors), relieving the efiects of the errorsletc.

int.-
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Example

2:

Printing a Report

Problems 4.15 and 4.16 from the book rrsoftware Reflected" by Robert L.
Baber wil:l be presented here (see chapter 3 and the Mocpendium, pages
77-7t and 160-163).

The invariant isl lineno lines have been printed on page pageno and all
previous pages have been completely printed.
Vhen the subprogram printfooter is called, the condition

llh(lineno(maxld
is satisfied.

RLB-KCS-H-'-l
Eramplq

3:

5

Printing Several Columns

In this example, the main program generates a sequence of data groups.
several data groups are printed on a line. our task is to construct the
program so that printing is controlled correctly. By "correct'r we mean
that - in addition to the criteria specified in the preceding example each printed line contains at least i and at most N (a coistant)'data
trouPs.

ve

assurne

that the programming language being used contains commands

for printing data on the clrrrent line (without terminating the line) and
for terminating thc current line (e.g.

Subprograms from erample 2

Basic).

will be used here.

The relevant parts of the main program ares

CALL openprinting
online := 0
TTHILE... DO
Generate a data group.
CALL Output a data group.
END\YHILE

IF online > 0 THEN CALL Close current
closcprinting

line.

(End IF)

Fublrogram: Output a data troup.
IF online = 0 AND lincno) maxld THEN CALL newpate
Print tlrc data troup vitF-ut terminating the line.
online := online + I
Prop.r 0(onlinclN
lF online ) N THEN CALL Close current line. (End IF)
(End of the subprogram)
Subprogram: Close crrrrent line.
Terminate the current printed line.
lineno := lineno + I
online := 0
Gnd of the subprogram)

Outside of the subprograms trOutput a data group,, and ttClose current
liner' the following conditions are met:

l.

The variable online indicates how many data groups have been
printed on the line currently being prepared but not yet terminated.

2. The printed line currently being prepared contains fewer than
the maximum allowed number N of data groups, i.e.

0Jonline

(

N.
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6

The Thirteen Matchsticks

A correct program is to be written which plays the game of ttThirteen
Matchsticks[. Initially, 13 matches are placed on a table. Two players
alternately remove l, 2 or 3 matches. The player who removes the last
match loses.

The structure of-the program is:

Initialization
VHILE Game not yet ended
Process one playerrs turn.
Switch to the other player's turn.
ENDVHILE
Display result (winner, loser).
We define the two control variables

N: the number of matchsticks still in play (on the table)
S: the identification of the player whose turn it is (l or 2).
From the definition of the game and the variables the loop invariant follows directly:

fi ) 0) AND (N is an integer)
AND (It is player's S turn.)

AND (S=l OR S=2)

'the

The initialization must establish the truth of
loop invariant. By the
definition of the game 13 matches are initially in play. It was not specified which player starts. In the initialization one can, therefore, write
either S := l, S := 2, S := a random selection of I or 2 or S := the playersr selection of I or 2. For the sake of simplicity we will write S := l.
Thus the initialization is:

N:=13
S:= I
The WHILE condition, r'Game not yet ended,r, is, expressed differently,
rrthere are still matches in play" or, more simply, N > 0.
The change

of playersr turns can be written in various

IF S = I THEN S := 2 ELSE S := I or
IF S = 2 THEN S := I ELSE S := 2 or

S:=3-S

ways:
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Notice that:
TS=I OR S=2} IF 5 = I THEN S := 2 ELSE S := I {S=I oR S=2}
{S=l OR S=2} IF S = 2 THEN S := I ELSE S := 2 {S=l OR S=2}
{S=l OR S=2} S z= 3 - S {5=l OR S=2}

Le., executing any of these statements preserves the loop invariant.
Vhen the loop ends, it would be player's S turn to remove a match if
any vere left. The other player must, therefore, have taken the liast
match, thereby losing. Le. upon termination of the loop, player S is the
wlnner.

The above considerations lead to the following more detailed version of
the program:

N:=13

S:=l

WHILE N > O
Process playerts S turn.

S:=J-5

ENDWHILE
Display a message indicating

that player S won.

The processing of one playerrs turn must still be described
tail. lt is reasonable to structure it as follows:

in more de-

l. Display the state of the game (thi number of matches in play
and whose turn it is).
2. Ask player 5 how many matches he wishes to remove. His decision becomes the value of the variable V.
3. N:=N-W
It is necessary that the execution of these three steps preserves the loop
invariant. Step I does not change the value of any variable and can
tlrcrefore be neglected.

After executing step 3 it should be true that
(N

l0)

AND (N is an integer)

If we replace N - W for N in this proposition, we obtain the following
condition, which mr.rst be satisfied before step 3 is executed:
(N

- IY:O)

AND (N

- W is an integer)

t
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Bcfore thc crecution of step 3, N is an integer. Therefore,

htcger- V mrst, thcrefore, fulfill the following condition:

V mr.rt be an

(V S N) AND (V is an integer)
The rules 9f the game require that each player rernove lr z or 3 matches
in turn. The complete condition which w must satisfy is, therefore,

(v

= 1 oR w = 2 oR
AND (W is an integer)

w = 3) AND (VSN)

Becatse

(W =

I

OR W = 2 OR 1y =

3)-)

(W is an integer)

the condition
(W = 1 OR

V

= 2OR W = 3) AND (WSN)

suffices.

The program segment which asks the player for his decision must ensure
that this condition is satisfied. This suggests the following pseudocode:
LOOP

Ask player S how many matches he wishes to remove
IF (w = I OR V =2 OR W = 3) AND.(V SN) THEN EXIT
lnform player 5 of his error and'the allowed choices.

(W).

ENDLOOP

Does_this loop terminate? In general one cannot answer this question
positivelyr because in principle the playcr can repeatedly enter an invalid choice. More important in this practical situation is the question, can
this loop terminate, Le. is there always some value of v which satisääi
the termination condition? It is obvious that V = I satisfies the termination condition if the integer N ) 0. This is guaranteed by the vHtLE
condition (see above).
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Our program has now taken on the following form, from which
only be translated into the desired programming language:

it

need

N:=13

S:=l

WHTLE N >

O

Display the state of the game (N matches remain and
playerrs S turn).

it

is

LOOP

Ask player S how many matches he wishes to remove

(w).

IF

(v = I

OR V = 2OR w = 3) AND (WSN) THEN EXIT
Inform player S of his error and the allowed choices.

ENDLOOP

N:=N-W

S:=3-5

ENDWHILE
Display a messate indicating

that player S won.

the WHILE loop terminate? Since W ) I, N will be reduced by at
I during each execution of the body of the WHILE loop. After at
most N0 (the initial value of N) passes through the loop, N = 0 and the
termination condition of the WHILE loop will be satisfied. The WHILE
loop will, therefore, always terminate.
Does

least

Provided that no player prevents the progress of the tame by repeatedly
entering an invalid choice, the program will always terminate. If this
possibility is to be excluded, corresponding statements must be added to
the program. Such a program segment might generate a valid choice (e.g.
V = l) after the player has entered invalid decisions a certain number of
times consecutively.

An additional rrcosmetic improvementlr to this program would be to suppress the request for the playerrs choice when N = l. In this case the
player wtro3e turn it is has only one valid choice: he must remove the
one remaining matchstick. The program could set W equal to I and inform the player of his only allowed choice.
Tlre reader should pay particular attention to the way in which the proof
of correctness (which was only sketched here) and the protram were
developed hand in hand. From specific requirements of the proof certain
program statements and conditions were derived. In this manner one can
@nstruct a program with a relatively simple proof and with a logically
clean structure. Perhaps more importantly, all eventualities are covered.
Often, appropriate extensions and improvements are identified while designing the program.

Question: Vhat is the loop invariant of the inner loop (LOOP/ENDLOOP)? Hint: Transform this loop into a VHILE loop.
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5b. Exercises in Boolean Alsebra

In t.he following, x, y and z are variables witlr values in the set B r
(false, tnre).

l.

Complete the following truth tables:
x

v

false

false

false

true

true

false

true

true

x

v

false

false

false

true

true

false

true

true

xandy

x€y

xory

x{*y

mtx

x-=+y

x=I

Copyright Robert L. Baber, 1989. All rights reserved. These seminar
materials may not be reproduced in any way, translated, copied or presented verbally, either in whole or in part, for training or any other
pur?oses witlout the prior written permission of the author.
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2. The varisus functiors (operators) appearing in an expression are typically evaluated in t}e following order unless otherwise indicated by parentheses. Functions at the same priority level are evaluated in the order
in whtcb they appear in the erpression {t.e., from left to righd.

t

+,

(exponentiatton)

- (si8n)

*, / (multiplication, division)
+, - (addition, subtraction)
(r )r rr s, :, * (relational operatiors)
mt (also written -)

and (also written A)
or (also unitten V)

*, €, <=+ (logical implication)
Show

that the following propositions are tnre for all x, y, z e
2.0: (x and yl = (y and x)
2.t: (x on y) = (y or x)

2.22 (x and (y and z)) = (k and y) "d
2.3: (x on (y ü z)) = (k 6 y) t zl
2.4:
2.5:

z)

(x and (y or z)) - ((x and y) or (x and z))
(x or (y and z)) = ((x or y) a"d (x or z))

2.62 (x and not x) = false

2.7:
2.8:

(x rtrd false) = false
(x and x) = x
2.92 (x and true) = x
2.102 (x or false) = x
2.ll: (x or x) = x
2.12: (x on tnre) = true
2.132 (x or not x) = true

2.14: (x on (x and y)) = x
2,15: (x or (rct x aod y)) = (x or y)
2.16: (k c y) and (x or z)) = (x on y and z)
2.17: (not (mt x)) = x
2.18: (not (x d y)) = ((mt x) or (mt y))
2.19: (mt k ü y)) = ((mt x) ana (mt y))
2.202 (s -1 y) = (mt (x and mr y))
2.21: (1 --; y) = ((not x) on y)
2.222 ft 4 y) - ((not y) -.+ (mt x))
2.23: (z and k =+ yll - lz and ((z and x) +
2.242 (x = y)

-

((x and y) on (mt x and mt y))

v))

Bz
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that (x and y) - (x and z) provided only that y=z whenever x
is true. I.e., it ls not neoessary that y=7 when x is false. That is, in
3.Show

symboli,c terrns, show that

[a

-;

(y-zll

-> [ft d v] ' h

and z]1.

Hint: Filling out a truth table is probably the quickest way to show this
to be true.

state,ment

4. Let B' C and D be Boolean variables or eq)ressiorn. A new function
F is deftned as follows:

F=CrifBrtnrer
' D, if B = false
Write an equivalent erpression for F in terms of B, C and D. Use only
the Boolean functions an4 c and mL Slrow that your expression for
F satisfies ttre above definition.

5. (Strengthening and weakening conditions) Strow
propositions are tnre:

that the

following

xandy.+x
arrlxory

6. Simplify or expand the following expressions:

6.0:
6.1:
6.2:
6.&
6.4:
6.5:
6.6:
6.7t
6.8:
6.9:

xa.dUo"l
* 6n (/ 1 7l
k and yl + z
(xony.l+"
-x'0

and
and
-x<0 and
-xs0 and

-x:0

x<0 on xtO aod mt
x<0 on xrO and mt
x<0 on x<0 and mt
x<0 or xrO and mt

x<0
x<0
x<0
x<0

r) and {y t zl
[iasna on ibsnbl and [ib>nb or iasna and A(ia)sB(ib)l
6.10: [iasna or ibsnbl and lib'nb or ia<na qnd ibsnb a"d A(ia)<B(ib)l
(w or

6.ll: mt (ib>nb or iasna and A(ia)sB(ib))
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7. Show that

{mt (ia:na and [ib'nb c

.
if

iasna

or

{ibsnb o.d lia'na

c

A(ia)sB(ib)l)]

A(ia)'B(ib)l]

ibsnb.

8. The r"d and or series are defined as follows.

odl=ln erar(0

*i=ln

expr(i)

-

. erpdl) and erpr{A ... and expr(n)
expr(l) on epr(2) ... (lr expr(n)

where er2r(i) is any expression in which the variable i may appear. By
convention, an empty (n.l) qnd series has the value rtruer and the empty
or series, the value mfalsex. (Cf. ttre E notation for sums and the II nota-

tion for products.)
Clearly,

"odi=1t

expr(i)

-

expr(n)

"odi=1t-l

orpr(i)

provided that n:1. Find a corresponding equality which is valid also when
n.l. Find t}re corresponding equality for the on series.
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9. Find and simplify tbe following preconditions:

9.0: {?}x:-z-Ytx-y'0}
9.1: (?l x 2- z - y ty - x n 0)
9.22 {?} x := 5 - z (w*y - 2*f . zl
9.3: {?} sum != stnr + z {sunr = x + y + zl
9.4: {?} y(m} :. z (y(m) - y(n)}
Hint: Can the value of y(n) also be replaced by the action
of tlris assignment statement? If so, under what condition?

9.5:
9.6:
9.?:
9.8:
9.9:

dg := a(k} t"oar=rl-l d(i} s d(i+t)}
if x < 0 -hen y := -x else y t= x Gndif {y' 0}
{?} if x . 0 then y := -x etse y 3= x endif g r 0}
(?l if x.0 tleny:= -x elsey:= xendif {y.0}
{?} if x . 0 tben y :- -x else y :o x endif g s 0}
{?}
(?)

if x.0 theny:= -x elsey i= x endif {2 s y sgl
9.ll: {?}if x < 0theny t-x€ls€y:=x-2endif {-t s y s 4l
9.10: {?}
9.12t

{?}

x(gl) :=: x(gr)

gr:=gf-l
gl:=gl-l
{gl . gr s ig adi=gl*ls

x(i) = x(n) andr=o*lig x(g)

.

x(i)}
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10. Prove that ttre program Eegment

k:-l
found:=false

while ksn nnd mt found do
tf A(k)-x then foundi-tnp else k=k+l endif
endwhile

is correct. The specified precondition Q is
neZ nnd Osn
and the postcondition P is

keZ

rl l<krn+l

"nar=rk-l

and foundeB

A(i$x

and {found and

[range

of k,

foundl

lall elements before the k-th f xl

k:n

and A(k)=x

141L1

or mt found grd k=n+l)

= xl

lno element of A = x]

The prograrnmer specified as the loop invariant I

aü l:ksn+l
,'a,=lk-l Aft+*

kez

and foundeB

[range

of k,

lall elements before the k-th

and {found and ksn and A(k)=x

or mt

Prove the correctness

f

xl

lA(k) = xl
lno = element found yetl

found)

Use the several proof rules

ll.

found]

aglicitly to structure your

proof.

of the program in Group Exercise l.
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7.

Additional Theoretical Topics

This lecture is based on the following material from Chapter 3 and the
Mocpendium of the book 'rSoftware Reflected,r by Robert L. Baber.

Problem
l.16
4.3, 4.4
4.6 ft.
2.2, 2.3
4.17
7.1

-

Topic
Recursion, inductive proofs

Practical apptications of automata theory

4.20

- 7.4

Time complexity

The optimum tool
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10.- Conclusions and Summary

"We build lrcftware] systems like the Wright brothers built airplanes build the whole thing, push it off the cli:if, let it crash, and itart all
over again.'r Vith these words Prof. R. M. Graham (M. L T.) described
the state"of the art of software development in 1968, when the term
rrsoftware engineeringrt first crept into oür vocabulary. The situation
is
not very different today, as many users of new software packages for
microcomputer systems will attest.

Years l,ater Prof. c. A. R. Hoare (oxford) compared software develop'ment with recognized engineering disciplines. He pointed out that most
setbacks can be attributed to the programmerts mistakes and oversightl
and that the programmer - unlike the engineer has no generalty appticable mathematical or theoretical foundation for his work. For some
years now such a foundation has been under development, but it is being
transplanted into practice only slowly. Until now, only a srnall minority
of software developers has mastered this material and applied it in their
daily work.
Nothing is really changed when we simply attach new ierms - such ag
rrsoftware engineeringt! to our old ways of doing things. Renaming
alone
will not bring about an.improvement. The content and substancelf our
way of designing software-.ftust be changed fundamentally.
Programming is rra tough engineering discipline with a strongly mathemaEdsger v. Dijkstra (Eindhoven).

tical flavour, in the opinion of Prof.

We software developers want to be professionals. But are we? It is characteristic of all professionals that they view mistakes as signs of incompetence and take extensive steps to reduce their error ratö as much as
possible. Most pilots never crash. Most surgeons never .kill a patient.
Most civil engineers never design a building or a bridge which collapses.
-only when most software developers regularly deliver error free proSrams to their clients will we be able to convince others that we are
professionals, software engineers in the true sense of the word.

In this workshop we have become acquainted with a significant part of
the mathematical and theoretical foundation which cän enable Lts to
develop error free programs. critical prerequisites for applying these
concepts successfully are the knowledge, understanding and ability of the
software engineer - just as in the case of every other engineering field.
Mastery of some set of tools and techniques is not enough - it isr-in the
language of mathematics, a necessary but not a sufficient condition for
success.

As we have seen during this workshop, much can be achieved with relatively little, not especially advanced mathematical knowledge. Instead, a
.mathematical way of thinking is the essential element. A program or a
'part thereof is viewed as a mathematical object just as we looked upon
points, lines, triangles, spheres, numbers, functions, sets, ets as mathematical objects when we were in school. Theorems about certain proper-
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ties of the mathematical object in question are formuliated and logically
proved. In order to do this, certain axioms and assumptions are presumed.
Such an approach is not only useful when applied to existing protrams.
Often, a program can be derived from a proof of correctness or a sketch
of such a proof.

Probably the greatest problem arising in the application of the concepts
presented in this workshop is formulating the theorems which represent
the criteria of rrcorrectnessrr and which give meaning to the term rrcorrectrr as applied to a particular program. This problem can be solved only
by mastering the language in which these theorems are best and most
conveniently expressed - i.e. by mastering the language of mathematics
As in the case of other engineering fields, one need not be a mathematician, but one must be able to |tspeak mathematicstr.

I vish you much more success and
designing and developing software.

far fewer errors in your future work

RLB-KCS-H-l0-l
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you believe it will be in your practical work and with regard to-Fov
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Group Exercise I

In your BroLlpr solve the.problem defined below and prepare a presentation of the results of your grouprs work. One or more members of your
team will present your solution in plenary session.

Problem:

The folloving program merSes the values in the two sorted arrays A(ia),
ia = lr 2, ... na, and B(ib), ib = l, 2, ... nb, gopying them in proper sequence,into the array C(ic), ic = lr 2r... na + nb.

ia:= I

ib:=l

ic:= I

! na OR ib ( nb DO
rF ib )-nb oR AoaTs B(ib)

WHILE ia

THEN C(ic) := A(ia)

ia:=ia+l

ELSE C(ic) := B(ib)

ib:= ib + I

ENDIF

ic:=ic+l

ENDWHILE

Prepare a proof of the correctness of this program for presentation in
plenary session. Answer the following questions in your presentation.

h Vhat criterion
ted?

must be satisfied after the program has been execu-

(Specify completely and precisely.)

2. Vhat are the meanings of the variables ia, ib and ic?
3. Vhat is the loop invariant?

4. Vhat precondition
begins?

(Specify completely and precisely.)

must be fulfilled before execution

of this program
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Sample Solution

to Group Exercise I

The values in C must be in ascending order (nrore precisely, non-descending orderr for equal values are allowed). Furthermore, each individual
value in A and B must have been copied to C. (The final values in C
must be a permutation of the values in A and B.) The complete and precise criterion of correctness is, therefore:

I Sm < nJna + nb
-) C(m)JC(n) AND
{C(l), ... C(na + nb)} is a permutation of
{A(l), ... A(na), B(l), ... B(nb)}
The loop invariant is:

llia(na+IAND
I Sib ( nb + I AND
(ic - l) = (ia - l) + 0b - l) AND
I Sr ( n ( ic -> C(m)IC(n) AND
{C(l), ... C(ic - l)} is a permutation of
{A(l), ... A0a - l), B(l), ... B(ib - l)} AND
I ( ic AND ia ! na -) C(ic - l) ! A(ia) AND
I ( ic AND ib ( nb -) C(ic - l) S B(ib)
The most important step in the proof is showing that the condition of
the loop theorem is satisfied, i.e. that the body of the loop. preserves the
truth of the loop invariant. In addition to the usual prerequisites (na, nb
| 0 and integral) the requirement that ia ( na arises as a precondition of
the THEN part of the IF statement. This condition is not, however, ensured by the IF condition. If A(na+l), which lies outside of the defined
range of indices, is large enough (A(na+l) ) A(na), B(nb)), then this precondition will be met.
This precondition indicates an error. in the program. The condition
IF statement should be

ib

)

nb OR (ia

I

na AND ib

!

of the

nb AND A(ia) S B(ib)

This condition is equivalent to

ib

)

nb OR Ga

! na AND A0a) S B(ibD
The evaluation of this expression can lead to a run time error when

A(na+l) or B(nb+l) is referenced but non-existent. Depending upon the
characteristics of the specific implementation, it may be necessary to
construct a nested IF statement in order to prevent referencing A(ia) or
B(ib) when ia ) na or ib ) nb respectively.
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Group Exercise

2

In your group, solve the problem defined below and prepare a presentation of the results of your grouprs work. One or more members of your
team will present your solution in plenary session.

Problem:

Let K(i), i=S, S+1, ... E, be an array of key values in ascending order,
(K(i) S K(j)).
i.e., (i ( j)
-)
The following subroutine is said to find an element in the array whose
value is equal to that of the given variable searchkey.

il:=5

ih:=E

WHILE iI < ih DO
i s= rNT((il+ih)/2)
IF K(i) ( searchkey THEN il := i +
IF K(i) ) searchkey THEN ih := i ELSE RETURN
ENDWHILE

I

I

ELSE

i:=S-l

RETURN

Note: The RETURN statement identifies the executional end of the subroutine. Vhen either RETURN statement is encountered, execution of the
above subprogram is terminated. Execution of the calling program continues immediately after its call to this subprogram
Prepare a proof of the correctness of this program for presentation in
plenary session. Answer the following questions in your presentation.

l.

What criterion must be satisfied after the program has been execu-

ted? (Specify completely and precisely.)

2. Vhat is the loop invariant?

(Specify completely and precisely.)

3. What precondition must be fulfilled before execution of this

subpro-

gram begins?

4.

The loop has two exits, the normal end when the VHILE loop terminates and the internal RETURN statement. Some software engineers
would claim that the presence of the second, internal exit from this
loop indicates an incomplete analysis of the problem and represents
sloppy programming. Vhat improvement or generalization of this subprogram or of the stated problem would you recommend?

RLB-KCS-H-Ez.I
Sample Solution

to Group Exercise

of the.given variables K(.)

2

-and

searchkey must be elements ot
tlre same set. This set must be rrlinearly orderedrr, that is, an order relation must be defined on it. The values of the parameters S and E must
The values

be integers.

The lobp invariant is

any (i.e. every,

il<i<ih
-.-

if

any)

j

with K(i) = searchkey is in the interval

or, expressed mathematically more precisely,

j:

for all

(K(i) = searchkey

-) il 1 I < ih).

During each gxecution of the body of the loop, the number of remaining
candidates K(.), ih-il+I, is reduced by at least half. lt follows that after
finitely many executions of the body of the loop

il>ih
- the looprs terminal cgndition - will be fulfilled.
If two or more elements of the array K have values equal to searchkey,
the given protram will find one of them. In some applications, it would
be useful if the program would locate all of them. The corresponding
correctness criterion (postcondition) would be

for all

j:

K(j) = searchkey

(-) il S j S ih

or, equivalently,

AND,-"il-l K(i) + searchkey
l=J

AND,-,,ih K(j) = searchkey
, =ll
ANDl=ih*lE rct;l

t'

searchkeY

The results of such a subprogram are the final values

of il and ih (not i).
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Group Exercise

3

In your group, solve the problem defined below and prepare a presentation of the results of your grouprs work. one or more memberi of your
team will present your solution in plenary session.

Problem:

An array X(i), i = l, 2t... oe is"given. Rearrange (mathematically, permute) the values of the array variables X(i) so thät l) those valuej which
are less than some initially selected value are in the lower part of the
arrayr 2) those values which are equal to the selected value are in the
middle of the array and 3) those values which are greater than the selected value are in the upper part of the array. The middle part of the
array may not be empty upon termination.

l.

Specify the desired final state of the array, i.e. formuliate precisely
and accurately the proposition (the theorem) which the final values of
the array variables must satisfy.

2.

Design a subprogram irhich performs the specified function.

3. Prepare a logically complete proof of the correctness of your subprogram.

4. Prepare a plenary presentation of your
correctness.

subprogram and

its proof of
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Sample Solution

The range
intervals:

to Group Exercise

3

of indices of the array X is divided into the following

lil

lk

eql

erl

four

isl

Initiallyr the equal interval contains one element and the unknown interval contains all others. In the final state, the unknown interval is empty.
The loop invariant is:

f. ilskAND
2.k-lS"q<srSigAND
3. for all i: il S i ( k
-) X(i) < X(gr) AND
4. for all i: eq ( i S g.
-> X(i) = X(gr) AND
5. for all i: gr ( i S ig
-> X(i) > XQr)
The subprogram is:

(l!nl

il := I

(least index value)'
ig := n (greatest index value)
{il I ig}
k := il (lesser range empty)
gr := ig (greater range empty)
€Q s= gf - I (Equal range contains one element.)

lX(i) :=: X(gr), il S i S ig, i otherwise arbitrary]

k ( eq {unknown range
e not empty} DO
tF x(eql <'*Gr)

WHILE

THEN X(k) :=: X(eq)

k:=k+l

ELSE

IF X(eq) = X(Br)
THEN €e := eq - I

ELSE

) X(gr)
THEN X(eq) :=: X(gr)
gr:-gr-l

IF X(eq)

€Q3=eq-I

(End of the IF statements)
ENDWHILE
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Proposition: The loop terminates because the value of (eq - k) is reduced
I during.each execution of the body of the loop and the loop terminates when (eq - k) ( 0.

by

Theorem: If n is an integer and
gram terminates with:

I J n (il S id, then the above subpro-

il=IAND
ig=nAND

il - I Seq < gr!ig

AND

i: il S i S eq -> X0) < X(gr) AND
for all i: eq ( i S gr
-> X(i) = Xer) AND
for all i: gr ( i S ig
-> X0) > X(gr)
for all

Sketch

of proof:

.Annty the loop theorem (see seminar unit 3, 'rproving
Correct"). After the initialization the loop invariant-is clearl!
satisfied. __By applying th-e retrogressive proof rules for the assignment
and the IF statements, show thal the bddy of the loop preserv-es the
truth of the loop invariant.
Pro.g1gm.s

I
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Group Exercise

4

In your group, solve the problem defined below and prepare a presenta.
tion of the results of your grouprs work. One or more members of your
team will present your solution in plenary session.

Problem:

The goal of this group work assignment is to design a control program
for a management game and, of course, to prove it correct. Your design
for the control program must be unambiguous and sufficiently detailed
that it can be directly translated into a particuliar programming language. Prepare a plenary presentation of your program and its proof of
correctness.

The management game for which the control program is to be constructed simuliates the development of several competing companies over time,
At the beginning of each round of play (which represents one period of
time) each companyrs management team makes a series of decisions (e.g
production volume, adyertising budget, prices, ets) which are entered
into the computer system. After the decisions for all companies for the
coming time period have been entered, the system calculates and printr
the results (sales, costs, profit, etc.) for each company. On the basis of
this information, the management teams make their decisions for the succeeding time period and the cycle is repeated.
Between the rounds of play the trainer also enters decisions (e.g. groso
national product, total market demand, etc.). This enables him to exercise a certain amount of influence on the management. game and the
companiesr performance.

The number of companies remains constant throughout the entire game.
The control program is to be constructed in such a way that

l. the several management teams and the trainer can enter their
decisions in any sequence,

2. the decisions of the individual

management teams and of thc
trainer can be revised as desired as long as the calculations for
the affected time period have not been initiated,

3. the management game can be reset to a previous time period (e.g
in order to investigate the effects of alternative decisions)

4. the management tame can be interrupted
the same point in the

g:rme.

and

and restarted liater at

RLB-KCS.H.E4-I
Seen from the standpoint of the trainer, who will operate the computer,
the management game should run in a cycle consisting of the following
steps:

l.

Information on the state of the game is displayed.

2,

The functions permitted at the current point in the game are displayed. The system suggests one function to the opelator.

3. The system asks the trainer to select a function. Only a valid
choice is accepted by the machine.

4.

The selected function is executed.

The available functions arei

- enter the decisions of one management team,
- enter the trainerrs decisions,
- calculate and print the results for the coming time period,
- reset the game to a previous time period,
- interrupt the manggement game.
Files
The decisions of the management teams and of the trainer are stored in
Each file contains all decisions of one management team or of the
trainer for one time period. The name of the filL indicates for which
team and for which time period the file's contents are valid (e.g. M2T4
(management team 2, time period 4r, T3 (trainer's decisions for i-ime pe,
riod 3), etc.).

files.

The results of the game calculiations are stored in files, one file for each
time period. The name of the respective file indicates for which time
period the results are valid (e.g. R3 (results for time period 3), etc.).

If you intend to store control information
which data such a file should contain.

in a file, indicate in

detail

Given Subproßrams
Several already specified subprograms may be called by the control proBfam. They are listed below. Please observe that each subprogram fünctions properly only under certain initial conditions"

l.

Enter the decisions of one management team. This subprotram
conducts a dialog in which the operator enters the decisionl of
one manatement team. for one time period. Before this subprogram is called, a complete set of decisions made by this team
must already be stored in main memory. These decisions may be
either those for the previous time period or previously entered
decisions for the coming time period which are to be revised.

RLB-KCS-H-E4.I

2. Enter the trainer's decisions.

This subprogram conducts a dialog

in which the operator enters the trainerts decisions for one time
period. Before this subprogram is called, a complete set of train-

erts decisions must already be stored in main memory. These decisions may be either those for the previous time period or previously entered decisions for the coming time period which are to
be revised.

3. Read the decisions of one management team from a file into main
memory. This subprogram reads the decision file for the mäD:lg€ment team TEAM and for the time period RDTIME. The subprogram assunres that the file exists and contains valid data.

4. Read the trainerrs decisions from a file into main memory. Thir
subprogram reads the trainerts decision file for the time period
RDTIME The srbprogram assumes that the file exists and contains valid data.

5. \[rite decisions of one management team from main memory into
a file. This subprogram writes the decisions of .the management
team TEAM for the time period WRTIME into the appropriatc
file. If this file does not already exist, this subprogram will create it.
6. Vrite the trainerrs decisions from main memory into a file. Thil
subprogram writes the trainerrs decisions for the time period
VRTIME into the appropriate file. If this file does not already
exist, this subprogram will create it.
and print one time period. This subprogram and its subsidiary routines l) perform the calculiations for the time period
CALCTIME, 2) store the results into the appropriate file and 3)
print the reports for the trainer and the management teams. Thit
subprogram assumes that all required files exist and contain valid
data. This subprogram requires the decisions of the trainer and oJ
all management teams for the time period to be processed
(CALCTIME) as well as the results from the preceding time period (CALCTIME - l). This subprogram will create a file for the

7. Calculate

newly calculiated results

if

necessary.

Questions

l. Vhich variables do you use to

control the execution of the game?
variables?
meanings
these
are
the
of
What
2. What is the loop invariant of the main loop in your control program?
3. How did you determine your loop invariant?
4. Vhich preconditions must be fulfilled before each given subprogram is
called? (Specify completely and in detail.)
5. How did you derive the various Parts of your control program frorn
the loop invariant and the preconditions of the given subprograms?
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Sample Solution

to Group Exercise

4

The following control variables are defined:

NCOMP

Number of companies (management teams)
LTPMXc) Last time period for which vatid decisions of the manasement team of company c (c = l, 2, -.. NCoMp) are piesent and stored in the appropriate file
LTPTD Last time period for which valid trainerrs decisions are
present and stored in the appropriate file
LTPRES Last time period for which valid computed results are
present and stored in the appropriate file

The values of these control variables are maintained both in a file (the
rrcontrol file") and in main memory. In addition, the following redundant
variable is maintained in main memory for convenience and dgical clar-

itv:

CURTIME The current time period, i.e. the time period for which
decisions are being entered and for which.. results are to
be calculated and printed next.
The loop invariant is:

l.

2.

LTPRES < LTPMD(c), for
LTPRES ? lrpro eNo

all c,

AND

3.LTPRESiOAnO

4. the value-s of the control variables (see above) in

main memory
and in the control file are equal AND
5. fo! eygry company c and for every time period from O to
LTPMD(c) inclusive a management decision file with valid contents exists AND
6. for every time period from 0 to LTPTD inclusive a trainer's decision file with valid contents exists AND
7. for every time period from 0 to LTPRES inclusive a result file
with valid contents exists AND
8. CURTIME = LTPRES + l.

Alternatively, conditions

la.

LTPRES

2a. LTPREs

{

!

I

and 2 above may be replaced by:

LTpMD(c)

r-rero

!

!

LTPRES + l, for
eND

l-renes + I

all c, AND

Initial Conditions

At the beginning of the manatement
ro,

tame, a complete set of files for
the time period
must exist: a decision file for each compsyr a trainerrs decision file, a result file and a control file. In the initial control
file all control variables I'liast time period ...r, have the value 0.
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The Control Program
The control _program is as follows:

Read control

file (control variables NCOMP, LTPMUc) (for all

c),

LTPTD and LTPRES)
CURTIME r= LTPRES + I
LOOP
Disptay the state

of the

game.

Display valid functions.
Suggest a function to the operator.
Request choice of function.
IF selected function = interrupt management game THEN EXIT
Perform selected function.
ENDLOOP

Display the State

of the

Game

The values of the following variables are displayed in a suitable format:
CURTIME
LTPMD(c),
LTPTD
LTPRES

for c = l, 2r...

NCOMP

Displav Valid Functions

The following functions are valid choices

at the current state of

the

Same:

l.

Enter the decisions of one management team or of the trainer
for the time period CURTIME.
2. calculiate and print the results for the time period CURTIME if
.

3.
4.

and only if
CURTIME < LTPMUc), for all c AND
cuRTlME S LTPTD
Reset the game to a previous time period
CURTIME > I
Interrupt the management game.

SUFßest

if

and only

if

a Function to the Operator

The calculations for the current time period (CURTIME) may be started
when all required decisions have been entered (see point 2 above).
The program should suggest entering the set of decisions which is still
needed. If two or more sets of decisions are missing, the program should
suggest entering the decisions for the company with the lowest identification number. If no decisions are missing, the program should suggest
calculiatint and printing the results for the time period CURTIME.

mly
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Reguest Choice

of Function

This subprogram asks the operator to indicate which function should be
executed next. The selected function must be permitted at the current
state of the game (see "Display valid Functions" above). If an invalid
choice. is entered, this subprogram displays an appropriate error messate
and asks again for the operatorrs selection.
'Öerform
Selected Function

If the function rrEnter the decisions of one management

team, was selected, this subprogram asks the operator for which company. If the response is invalid, an appropriate error message is displayed and the request is repeated..

If the entry of decisions (either
was selected, then

of a management team or of the trainer)

- the decision file for the selected company or for the trainer for
the time period min(CURTIME, I-fPUD(c)) or min(CURTIME,
LTPTD) respectively is read into main memory,

subprogram rrenter the decisions of one management team, or
- the
rrenter the trainerts decisionsr is called,
- the decision file for the selected company or for the trainer for
the time period CURTIME is written,
- LTPMUc) or LTPTD respectively is set to the value of CURTIME
and
- the control file is rewritten.

If the function

rrcalculiate and printtr was selected, then

- CALCTIME is set to the value of CURTIME,
- !tr suöprogram ,'calculiate and print one time period', is called,
- LTPRES is set to the value of CURTIME,
- CURTIME is set to the value of LTPRES + I and
- the control file is rewritten.
If the function rrreset the game to a previous time

periodtt was selected,

the program asks to which time period the game ihould be reset.
-l

new time period mr.rst be an integer between
and CURTIME
sive. If the operator chooses a valid new time period, then

-

-I

The

inclu-

LTPRES is set to the new time period - l,
CURTIME is set to the value of LTPRES + l,
LTPMD(c), for all c, and LTPTD are set to the value of CURTIME
(optional, see the previous remark regarding the alternative loop
invariant) and

the control file is rewritten.

If the operator chooses an invalid new time period, an appropriate error
message is displayed; no further function is performed.
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Group Exercise 5

11 vou-r troupr solve the problem defined below and prepare a presentation of the results of your grouprs work. one or moie memberi of your
team will present your solution in plenary session.

Problem:

An array X(i), i = l, 2r... n is given. Construct a recursive program
which sorts the values in this array. Your program should rearrange (permute) the values and form suitable subdivisions of the array. ay caiting
itselfr your program should then process each of the unsorted -subdivisions. To suMivide the array you could, for example, use the program
constructed in Group Exercise 3.

If time permits, construct a non-recursive

version

of your

program.

l.

specify the desired final state of the array, i.e. formülate precisely
and completely the proposition (the theorem) which the final values oi
the array variables must satisify.

2.

Prepare a complete proof

of the correctness of your

program(s).

V. Prepare to Present your program(s) and the proof of their correctness
in plenary session.
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to Group Exercise

5

Ve'assume axiomaticilly the existence of a subprogram ',partition" with
the following properties:

Axiom: If the subprogram rrpartition, is called with the integer parameters il and .ig, where il ! ig, and if a globally defined array iG),'it < i <
ig exists, then I'partitioil'will terminatl in finite time aftär trarlinsier:
muted the values of the array variables x(i), il S i S ig, in such a m-anne.
that

l. il-lS.q<grSigAND
2. for all i: il S i S eq
-> X(i) < X(gr) AND
3. for all i: eq ( i S g.
-> X(i) = X(gr) AND
4. for all i: gr ( i S ig
-> X0) > X(gr)
where eq and gr are integer results

of

ttpartitionrr.

The desired sorting program is:

quicksort(il, ig):

IFil<ig

THEN CALL partition(il, ig, eq, gr)
CALL quicksort(il, eq)
CALL quicksort(gr + l, ig)
ENDIF
(If il ) ig, then the array contains at most one element; such an array
is already in sequence.)

Correctness is proved by induction. Clearly, ',quicksortr is correct for an
inPu! alray containing 0 or I element. Each iecursive call to quicksort
zuMivides the original array into smaller arrays still to be sorted.

see "software Reflectedrr by Robert L. Baber, chapter 3 and the Mocpendium, Problem 4.6 tf. for a more detailed explanation.
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one must pay particular attention to the way in which parameters are
passed when the subprogram is cglled and reiurns. The
below,
in which. all parameterJ are explicitly passed, indicates irogram
the
mechanism
presurred for passing parameters- in thä above
irogram:

guicksort {(il, ig)}:

IFil<ig

THEN DECLARE (eq, integers, 0), (gr, integers,
CALL partition {(il, ig, eq, gr)}
DECLARE (ig, integers, eq)CALL quicksort (il, ig))
RELEASE ig
DECLARE (il, integers, gr + l)
CALL quicksort {(il, ig)}
RELEASE iI
RELEASE egr gr
ENDIF

O)
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Group Exercise 6

problem defined below and prepare a presentall you-. group, solve your
-you.
tion of the results of_the
groupts .work. one or moie rnerberj of
team will present your solution in plenary session.

Problem:

In an.application .protram the name of a file will be entered by the operator in a dialog. . Before the name is passed as a parameter tö a subprogram, its syntactical validity is to be verified. Your group's task i! to
design a suitable algorithm which will determine whethär oi not a given
string of characters is, syntactically, a file name.

In the system in question, a file name has the following form:
d:nnn.nnn.

(etc.)

nnn

rldrr represents a

digit. lt may be absent, in which case the colon must
also be absent. rrnnltr represents an arbitrarily long alphanumeric name
which- must begin urith ä letter. Arbitrarily many (at ieast one) names
("nnnrr) may appear.

l.-.Specify.precisely an algorithm for verifying the syntactical validity of
such file names.. Prepare a plenary presäntation of your algoriitrm
which will convince the other participänts that it is coirect. Fresent
your algorithm in the form of a state transition table.

2.

The file management system is to be extended. A name.("nnn'above)
pay oqllgnally appear in the form lrnnn/nnnr'. How must your algorithm
be modified in order to take this possibility into account?

3. A second extension of the file

manatement system will permit d:.,to
be replaced by I'nnn:!t (but not 'nnn/nnn:t,). specify a corresponding
version of your algorithm.
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Sample Solution

The state transition tables
follows:
AlRorithm

l:
Dieit

l. Start
2. After lst digit
3. Before name
4. In name
E Error
Valid end state:

rect file name.

4.

4
E

other

EE
EEE
'EE
E3E
EEE

2

E
E

4

4
E

4

E

E

Any other end state indicates a syntactically incor-

2:

State

l. Start
2. After lst digit
3. Before name
4. In name before /
5. Immediately after
6. In name after /
F- Error
Valid end statest 4,
correct file name.

Algorithm

6

for the three verification algorithms are as

State

Algorithm

to Group Exercise

Letter

Disit

4

2
E
E

-

E

4
4
6
6
E

/

other

EEEE
SEEE
EEEE
E35E
EEEE
E 3 E
EEEE

4

E
6

E

E

Any other end state indicates a syätactically in-

6.

3:

State

l. Start

2. After lst digit
3. Before name
4. In name before I
5. Immediately after
6. In name after I
7. In name at start
E. Error

I

Valid end states: 4, 6,
correct file name.

7.

Letter

Dieit j

7

E

2
E

4

E

t+

4

e
e

E

7

6
7

E

E

EE
3E
EE
E3
EE
E3
33
EE

I

other

E
E

E
E

E
5

E
E
E
E
E
E

E
E
5
E

Any other end state indicates a syntactically in-

$

(^}

\

IN "F-

I

ti
gI-
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Group Exercise

7

11 voul group, solve
problem defined below and prepare a presentation of the results of-the
your group's work. one or more memberi of your
team will present your solution in plenary session.

Problem:

A name is to be transformed into an abbreviation. The abbreviation will
be used later as a search key in the process of trying to find the (possibly misspelled) name in a large file.
The abbreviation should be formed as follows:

l. vithin

a name, the vowels -a, e, and o are ignored, i.e. skipped. only
when.they appear as the first
letter of a-name'are they'to be en-

coded.

2. Two or more consecutive letters within a

name (i.e. except the first
letter) which belong to the same troup (see table) result in only one
symbol in the abbreviation.

3. After a

consonant the letters r and c are regarded as vowels
class a, e, and o, i.e. they are disregarded.

of

the

4. All letters are encoded as shown in the following table.
S.pecify precisely an algorithm for forming an abbreviation'according to
the above rules. Prepare a plenary presentation of your algorithm w[ich
will convince the other participants that it is correct.
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Group

Letter
A

ArO

B

BrDrPrR

Group
Letter

2nd+

Code

lst Letter

Code
2nd+ Letter

A

i,h,l,t

B

I

c

crFrGrI,
JrLrSrZ

c/arero

c

2l- *

D

BrDrPrR

d

B

3

frSrirPrg

c

4

frtrirPrg

c

4

E

E

F

crFrGrI,
JrLrSrZ
crFrGrI,
JrLrSrZ

G

E

H

HrMrNrTrUrV

brhrlrt

H

I

I

crFrGrI,
JrLrSrZ
crFrGrI,
JrLrSrZ

irmrnrrrsru ,vrw rz

c

5

ftSrirPrg

c

4

k
brhrlrt

K

c

6

irmrnrrrs, u ,v ,w ,z
trmrnrrrsrurvrw rz

H
H

P

HrMrNrTrUrV
HrMrNrTrUrV
ArO
BrDrPrR

f'SrirPrQ

B

a

a

R

BrDrPrR

frSrirPrQ
irmrnrrrsru

s

J
K
L
M
N

o

K

crFrGrI,
JrLrSrZ

I
5
5

A

a

4
4.

,z

B

5l- *

crFrGrI,
JrLrSrZ

irmrnrrrsru rvrw rz

c

5

T

HrMrNrTrUrV

brhrlrt

H

t

U

HrMrNrTrUrV
HrMrNrTrUrV

irmrnrrrsru,vrw rz
irmrnrrrsru ,v rw rz
Irmrnrrrsru rv rw rz

H
H

5
5
5
7

v
w

x

Y

z

*

lst Letter

w
X
Y
crFrGrI,
JrLrSrz

See rule 3.

larero

,'v rw

x

:

Irmrnrrrsru rv rw rz

w
X
Y

c

5
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Sample Solution

ABCD EFGH
Start
ABCB ECCH
vccc vccc
c(pos.2) -l-3
-441
ala3 a44l
v(pos.2) -123 -441
al23 a44l
afteraeo, -L23 -441
(r,cß)) al23 a44l
I
---3 -44(brhrlrt) alaS a44l
2
-l-3
-441
(c)
al23 a44l
3
- l-- -4.41
(d)
ala3 a44L
4
-l-3
---l
(f,g,jrprq) ala3 a44l
6
-l-3
-441
State

to Group Exercise

I J KL

MN

7

OP QRS

T

u

vwx Yz

CCKC HH AB QBCH HHWX
vccc ccvc cccc vccc
546t 55-4 4-51 5 5 57
t46l 99a4 4a9l t997
546t 55-4 4551 5557
846199a4
4991 t997
546t 55-4 4551 , 5 57
8461 99a4 4991 t997
546- 55-4 4-5- 5 5 57
t46l 99a4 4a9l 8997
546t 55-4 4-51 5 5 57
8461 99a4 4a9l 8997
546t 55-4 4-51 5 5 57
t46l 99a4 4a9l 8997
5-6t 55-- --51 5 5 57
8451 99a4 4a9l 8997
54-l 55-4 4-51 5 557
(k)
alai a44l 8461 99a4 4a9l 8997
7
-l-3 -441 546t 5-5-4 4-51 5'55(x)
ala3 a44l t46l99a4
4a9l 8,9 g 7
8 (5v)
-123 -44t -46 t ---4
4--t ___7
(iru)
al23 a44l846199a4
49919997
9(5k)
-l-3
4--t ___7
-44t -461 ---4
(mnrsvwz) alaS a44l t46l
99a4 4ggl8997

YC

vc
-5
a9

-5

a9

-5

a9

-5

a9

-5

a9

-5

a9

-5

a9

-5

a9

-5

a9
a9
a9

The specification of the task is ambiguous. The following questions are

left

open:

t. Does rule I mean that the vowels a, e and o should be skipped as if
they were not originally present? If so, then their appearance should not
interrupt a sequence of letters from a single group (cf. rule 2).
2. should the second r in the sequence rr really be treated as a, e and o
(rule 3) and interrupt a sequence of letters from one group?

3.

Should

y be included in rule l?
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Group Exercise

t

In your group, solve the problem defined below and prepare a presentation of the results of your grouprs work. one or more members of your
team will present your solution in plenary session.

Problem:

Let E(i) and P(i), i = l, 2, ..., be array variables. A linked linear list is
stored in these arrays, that is, P(i) is the index of the successor of E(i)
in the list. (P(i) is a 'rpointerrr to the next element in the list.)
The index of the first element in the list is given by the variable F. (The
variable F is a pointer to the first element in the list.) The end of the
list is indicated by an invalid pointer value (e.g. 0 or -l).

The term rrlineartr is intended to mean that each element of the list has
exactly one predecessor (except the first element, which'has no predecessor) and exactly one successor (except the last element, which has no
successor). There is exactly one first element and exactly one last element in the list unless the list is empty, i.e. contains no elements. If the
list contains only one element, that element is, of course, both the first
and the last element. The list does not loop back upon itself.

If the values of E(i), viewed in the sequence in which the E(i) appear in
the linked list, are in a specific order (e.g. ascending), the list is called

rrorderedrr.

l.

Specify precisely and completely the conditions which such
necessarily ordered) data structure. must satisfy.

a

2. If the linked linear list is also ordered, what additional condition
be fulfilled?

(not
must

3.

Design a subprogram for locating an element in a given ordered linked
linear list which has the same value as a given search key.

4.

Design a subprogram for deleting an element in a given ordered linked
linear list which has the same value as a given search key.

5.

Design a subprogram
linked linear list.

for inserting an element into a given

ordered

5. Prepare a presentation of your subprograms and their proofs of correctness. Vhat role do the conditions derived in steps I and 2 above
play in your proofs and in your subprograms?
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Sample Solution

to Group Exercise

8

We begin by noting that F is the index of the first element in the list;
P(F), the index of the second; P(P(F)), the index of the third, etc. This
suggests denoting the index of the jth element in the list by

pj-l(r).

If there are n elements in the list, then the pointer to the non-existent

to the last element (the n+l st element) must have the special value marking the end of the list, i.e.
'rsuccessorrr

Pn(n) = endvalue.
Question l: The following condition must be satisfied by
list as defined in Group Exercise 8:

There exists a non-negative integer n (the number
the list) such that

l.
2.

a linked linear

of

elements in

pn(F) = endvalue AND
For every integer i in the range

pj-l(r')

I S j S n,

* endvalue AND pj-l(F) is a vatid array index.

This condition merely states that every pointer value must be a valid
array index, except the last pointer in the chain, which must have the
value which, by the adopted convention, marks the end of a list.
The above condition can be written in different, equivalent forms, e.g.

o*n=otnt tPn(F) = endvalue

^*oi=l

tPj-ltrl *
AND

endvalue

Pi-l(F) is a valid array indexlJ

Question 2: lf a linked linear list is also ordered in ascending sequence
with equal elements permitted, then we must require that every pair of
consecutive elements be in sequence, i.e.
E(k)

s E(P(kD,
for every k which is the index of

Fst. This requirement
(logically
above:

"AND'red)

3.

to

an element in the list other than the
can be rewritten in the following form and added
the criterion for the unordered ünked linear list

For every integer

j in the range I I j (

e(Pi-t(r)) S E(Pi(F)).

n,
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The alternative, equivalent form of the complete condition is then

oRn=oinf tpn(F) = endvalue
ANDl=ln {Pi-l(r)
AND

*

endvalue

pj-l(F) is a valid array index]

AnDl=ln-l e(pi-l(r)) S E(pi(F))I
9ueslion rl: The subprotram below will locate an element of a given ordered linked linear list which has the same value as that of the variable
skey. The variable pnt points to the element found and prepnt points to
its predecessor. ailore precisely, the following subprogram will terminate
in finite time after having calculiated values for the väriables prepnt and
pnt such that

(prepnt = endvalue AND pnt = endvalue
AND F = endvalue)

OR (prepnt = endvalue AND pnt * endvalue
AND skey ! E(pnt) AND F = pnt)

list empty
beginning

of list

* endvalue AND pot = endvalue
end
AND E(prepnt) ( skey AND P(prepnt) = endvalue)

of list

OR (prepnt

* endvalue AND pnt + endvalue
in list
AND E(prepnt) ( skey I E(pnt) AND p(prepnt) = pnt)

OR (prepnt

The subprogram below finds, in other words, the first element in the list
which is equal to or greater than the given variable skey. The variable
pnt points to this element, if any is present in the list.
The subprogram is:

prepnt s= endvalue
pnt := F
WHILE pnt

*

endvalue AND E(pnt)

prepnt:= pnt

pnt:=

(

skey DO

P(prepnt)

ENDWHILE

If

evaluating E(pnt) when pnt = endvalue would cause a run time error on
the particular system in question, the VHILE loop can be rewritten as a
loop with internal exits in separate IF statements:
LOOP

IF pnt = endvalue THEN EXIT
IF E(pnt) | skey THEN EXIT
ENDLOOP
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The loop invariant is:

(prepnt = endvalue AND pnt = F)

oR (prepnt

*

endvalue AND P(prepnt) = pnt AND E(prepnt)

(

skey)

The first term in the above loop invariant corresponds to the beginning
of the list. The second term represents a postion within the list. Qugstio{r 4: If pnt = P(prepnt) ana neither prepnt nor pnt is equal to endvalue, then the element to which pnt points can be deleted from the list
by executing the statement
P(prepnt) := P(pnt).

If prepnt = endvalue and pnt = F * endvalue, then the element to which
pnt points is the first element in the list. It can be deleted by executing
the statement
F := P(pnt)

If pnt = endvalue, then pnt does not point to any element which can be

deleted.

combining
and utilizing the subprogram of question 3, we
-the above
write the following
subprogram foi dehting an element which has the

same value as skey,

if

one is present!

CALL locate
IF pnt* endvalue
THEN

IF E(pnt) = skey
THEN

IF prepnt* endvalue
THEN P(prepnt) := P(pnt)
ELSE F := P(pnt)
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

Qusstiol 5:.If pnt = P(prepnt) and neither prepnt nor pnt is equal to endvalue, then a new element to which the variable pnew points may be inserted into the list between the elements to which prepnt and pnt point
by executing the statements
P(pnew) 3= pnt
P(prepnt) := pn€w

If prepnt * endvalue and pot = P(prepnt) = endvalue, then executing the
above statements would insert the new element at the end of a nonämpty list.
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If prepnt

= gndvalue and pnt = F + endvalue, then a corresponding insertion would insert the new element at the beginning of a pieviouily nonempty list.
P(pnew) s= pnt
F := pnew

If*prepnt = endvalub and pnt = F = endvalue, then the above statements
would insert"the new element into a previously empty list.
The subprogram for inserting
linked linear'list is then:

a new element E(pnew) into an ordered

skey := E(pnew)
CALL locate
P(pnew) 3= pnt
IF prepn!* endvalue
THEN P(prepnt) := pn€w
ELSE F :- pnew
ENDIF

6: The detailed proofs of correctness are left to the reader.
Note that if prepnt = öndvalue, prepnt effectively "pointst to F, the
pointer to the beginning of the list. If an array variable P(endvalue) is
Question

declared, then P(endvalue) can be used in place of F in all of the above
subprograms. Each ttIF prepnt * endvaluerr construct catr then be replaced
by a single assignment statement. The linked list is then, in fact, no
longer a linear but rather a circuliar list in which the element whose index is endvalue is a base node, representing both the beginning and the
end of the list.
The conditions in the answers to questions I and 2 are neeiled in several
parts of the proofs of correctness. The condition in question I is needed
to prove that the subprogram which locates a desired element termi3ates. If that condition were not satisfied, then the list could contain a
loop which the subprogram would trace indefinitely.

The condition in question 2 is needed to prove that an element whose
lalue is equal to skey will always be found by the subprogram ,,locate,,.
This subprogratn always stops on (finds) the first element in the list
-whose value is equal to or greater than skey. If the condition of qr.restion
2'is not satisfied, i.e. if the list is not ordered, this element might be
greater than, i.e. unequal to, skey, even though a later element might
have a value equal to skey.
The conditions in questions I and 2 are also postconditions of all of the
subprograms above. These conditions may, therefore, be thought of as
rrprogram invariantsrr or rrdata invariantsrr.

-l Teaching notes

Unit

l:

Introduction (approx. 30 min.)

1@ffel*is.4his

error free software - in which one can have confidence from the very
has, in practice, remained until today a dream.

{#.,nCorrect,

outset

serninar, "Your Key to Correct Software".

-

In other technical and engineering fields such a professional state of affairs is
not a dream, but has, in fact, been a reality for quite a long time, e.g.

- civi.t engineering (A public authority verifies plans and calculations.)
- lifts
- aircraft construction (A test pilot expects the aircraft to fly on its
maiden flight; only very rarely is he disappointed.)
shipbuilding (A ship rarely sinks immediately after launching.)

-.._-In

this seminar we will see how a similar standard of performance can

be

+chieved in our field, software development.

After these initial words the participants introduce themselves. Each

states

brief ly

-

his name,

-

his position,

- the specific

nature of his work,

-

his reason for attending this workshop,

-

what he expects from this workshop,

J

--[n,l*r.dr^.,{

maticar u"cr.eä;;trund kn ow lea*
Xr-wr^f*4ylWp.i-". nü|n cr,rurfu* i4.""&*rl
wrtds
how he became a software developer.
h

is . mathe

/w,

/p*i.rE,

, Ür,rbfr*[{",

needs and expectations more directly in the subsequent discussions.
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Teaching notes

Unit 2: Test for software developers (approx. 30 min.)

After all participants have introduced themselves (see unit l, Introduction), a written test containing a series of short questions is handed

out. Each participant works out his own answers individually. Most questions are taken from the book, "Software Reflected".
This test has several goals. The trainer is informed about the prior knowledge of each participant. The participants gain a first insight into

- the subject material of the seminar,
- the mathematical way of thinking underlying much of the material
which will be covered later in the seminar,

-

patterns and structures typically occurring in
of the correctness of computer programs and

mathematical proofs

- the knowledge which the participant will acquire during the course
of the

seminar.

AfEer the participants have completed the test, the trainer

ft
\'/ -

reviews the goals of this seminar (see handout
2) and

for unit l,

page

:rl.) - gives a brief preview of the following units in the seminar.

M#-,h*"f

gd C#" M': 7/-4-*y

"*u g*-t;"y*"'fs

4-;
#*.

e*iv*#'*,#q-

( #*" t {*/%r*?i{e*A

t'n
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Teaching notes

Unit 3: Lecture: Proving programs correct (approx. 2:10)
The basic concept of a mathematical proof is first reviewed. The notion
of viewing a computer program or an algorithm as a mathematical object
is introduced. Employing this approach, one formulates and proves theorems about the characteristics or behaviour of the program in question.
The theses of these theorems are the specifications of the program. The
conditions needed in the proofs represent the axioms, assumptions and
specifications of the environment of the program (e.g. referenced subprograms and the system in which the program is embedded). Using simple
examples from algebra and geometry, the similarity between classical
mathematical proofs and proofs of the correctness of computer programs
is illustrated.
Mathematical concepts specific to informatics are then introduced, such
postconditions, partial correctness, total correctness,
loop invariants, the loop theorem, etc. Examples are presented to illustrate these concepts. Special attention is given to loops and the conditions for their correctness are examined in detail.

as preconditions,

This lecture is organized around the three most important types of program statements and structures thereof: the assignment statement, the
conditional structure (IF statement) and the WHILE loop. Axioms describing the effects of executing each of these statements are given. From
these axioms certain conclusions of considerable practical importance
are drawn and formulated as proof rules for the three statement types.
These proof rules constitute, in a conveniently organized form, the basis
for solving the problems posed in the three group projects (units 4, 6
and 8).

In order to give the participants ample opportunity to verify their understanding of the material presented and to avoid the monotony of a long
lecture, short problems to be solved by the participants individually are
interspersed throughout this lecture.
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Teaching notes

Unit 4: Group project (l) (group work

2225

+ presentations l:15)

The participants are divided into groups of 4-5 people each. Several different exercises are handed out to the groups. Each group selects one
exercise. After coordinating their choices with the trainer, the groups
begin working on their projects. Normally, at most two groups should
work on the same exercise.
The basis of each exercise is a general, imprecise specification of a computer program. The group must prepare a detailed and precise specification and an unambiguous design of the program, e.g. in pseudo-code.
Most importantly, the group must also construct a logically complete
proof that the program satisfies the specification.

Finally, each group presents the results of its work in plenary session.
Questions and comments are solicited from the members of the other
Sroups.

The total time for this unit should be divided approximately as follows:

-

introduction and explanation by the trainer
Sroup work (including preparation of the presentation)
presentations (15 min. each)
general discussion and trainer's summary

1zL5

2zI0
0245

0:30

Total

3240

Group Exercises I (merge), 2 (binary search) and 3 (Dutch national f lag)
are particularly suitable for this group project.

Point out to the groups that:

-

Group Exercise

I

(merge)

is

more difficult

it at first appears

and

itffi"66Be'

scrp

should work Group

E

se 3 (Dutch national
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Teaching notes

Unit 5: Lecture: Practical examples of correctness proofs (approx.

1:30)

Proofs for more complex algorithms and hierarchically s
are presented in th.is .lecture. These examples are

weg$Hg
b#Hsqe ry*- -: which
----:--_JE
:=-=--=@ral yeirs ei ryo,:ittc*tffi*

gq4ung

the

These examples also illustrate how a program or subprogram can be derived from its condition of correctness (=specification) and a sketch of
its correctness proof . Employing this approach, the Es6gqar|, and its c9r, J"
t
F*4s
.are. '&ryeü.epd step by step and sde by side. , cry'!'elfhra.+ fdf
-war.mf
+ hrl. . t.? --q,u;/4r
out "SoJtware Reflected" at the end of this

unit.
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Teaching notes

Unit 6: Group project (2) (group work 3:35 + presentations l:30)
This unit

is

conducted

unit 4 above). For this

same manner as group project (l) (see
second group project, however, larger and more

in the

complex tasks are assigned.

If

desired, a group may itself define the problem to be solved in this
group project. Such an exercise might, for example, be a current problem
taken from a participantrs own software development work. Such a topic
must be coordinated with the trainer, who will verify that the task is
suitable as a group project, in particular, that it exhibits an appropriate
level of complexity, that it can be solved within the time limit, that
its technical nature is of interest to sufficiently many participants, etc.
The total time for this unit should be divided approximately as follows:

-

introduction and explanation by the trainer
Sroup work (including preparation of the presentation)
presentations (20 min. each)
general discussion and trainerrs summary

0:

Total

5205

Group Exercise

4

(management game control)

this group project. Other possibilities include:

-

l5

3220

l:00
0230

is particularly suitable for

Group Exercises I (merge), 2 (binary search) and 3 (Dutch national
flag)r if not already done in unit 4,

'-+q

examples from

unit 5 which were not covered in the lecture,

Group Exercise 8 - seeking, inserting and deleting an element
in a linked list (most suitable for a group whose members have
not worked with linked lists before),

a'Beneralized version of the binary search (see Group Exercise

2, question 4),

-a

non-recursive sorting algorithmr e.g. based on Group Exercise

3 and

- a detailed an{ *c.o^.ppl*qte analysis and proof of the program derived
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Teaching notes

Unit 7: Lecture: Additional theoretical topics (approx. l:20)
This lecture is a continuation of units 3 (Proving programs correct) and
5 (Practical examples of correctness proofs and program construction).
More advanced subjects such

-

recursion (and how

-

inductive proofs,

as

it is typically

implemented

in real

systems),

state transition tables,
time complexity,

etc. are presented. Examples illustrate each topic.
Hand

out the book "Software Reflectedrr

if

not already done.
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TeachinF notes

Unit 8: Group project (3) (group work 2220 + presentations l:15)
This unit is conducted in the same manner as group projects (l) and
Q) (see units 4 and 6 above). For this third group project, exercises
involving topics covered in unit 7 (Additional theoretical topics) are provided for selection by the groups if desired.
The total time for this unit should be divided approximately as follows:

-

introduction and explanation by the trainer
Sroup work (including preparation of the presentation)
presentations (15 min. each)
general discussion and trainerrs summary

2zA5
0245
0230

Total

3235

0:

l5

Group Exercises 5 (quicksortl and 6 (syntax checker) involve topics
covered in unit 7 and are particularly suitable for this group project.
Group exercise 7 (name abbreviation) may be assigned to a group all
of whose members have already worked with state transition tables, but
it is too complex and time consuming for other groups.
Other possible assignments for this third group project include:
- \eterrfrlqe -the\me c\lexi11 of* the algelrthes ir1-thq*Grgp .
E}efci se$,g. dü{p E xeNse-Xah-\-

/-\'-t\\\

- other Group Exercises not already done in units 4 or 6
Teaching Notes

for units 4 and 6).
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Teaching notes

Unit 9: Open discussion (approx. 40

min.)

In this discussion

session, the participants have the opportunity to pose
questions, to comment and to exchange opinions on any aspects of the
topics covered in this seminar. Potential difficulties and limitations relating to the practical application of these concepts, methods, etc. may
be discussed.

Specific points which should generally be addressed are:

-

mathematical prerequisites: problematic? How many programmers
them? How can they be acquired - courses, seminars, etc.?

fulfill

mathematical basis = Boolean algebra, logical algebra
main difficulties

in applying material

covered

in this

workshop?

planning problems during transition to new approach: rrtestrr phase
unexpectedly short. Correctly running program catches other programmers and project management by surprise, who are not yet
ready.

-

planning accuracy increased after new approach understood and
used, uncertainties of rrtestrr and implementation phases reduced
considerably

The application of the ideas and concepts covered in this seminar lead
the software designer to view his work in a fundamentally different way.
Earlier, he typically concentrated on the action associated with executing
a program statement, on the chanRes which that execution brought about.
Following the new approach, he concentrates his attention on the state
or condition of the data environment after execution of the statement
in q{est-Iön: expressed as a logical proposition, postcondition, etc.

That is, he previously viewed the execution of a statement as causing
a certain.- change, but now views it as establishing a result fulfilling a
specrlted conc[tlon.

He designs the program backwards, i.e. from the desired result (end)
to the initial condition (start).

A loop is designed from the outside inward. From the postcondition and
the precondition, a loop invariant is developed. From the loop invariant,
the body of the loop is derived. Finally, the loop initialization is written.
These

latter

comments lead

I

into the conclusions and

gu-*vt,J

summary,

unit

10.

l0

RLB-KCS-C-TN-2

TeachinF notes

Unit l0: Conclusions and summary (approx. l0 min. + l0 min. questionnaire)

Ihe trainer reviews briefly the topics

covered

in the

seminar, relating

::iä"i","?l","""""J11ä ;?:"J,"..:nä"H,',",ii":':[.:ii"'Je.hä'p."j..::t1-$:
plicability of the material covered, prerequisites for its use, etc. are
drawn from the experiences gained during the seminar. Recommendations
regarding the participants' next steps in their daily work are given.
Hand

out the book "The Spine of Software'r.

Ihe participants are then

a written

asked

questionnaire.

to evaluate the

seminar by

filling
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Seminar: Your@

nocum@

The following is a list of the documentation distributed
during the seminar 'rYour Key to Correct Software".

to the participants

The identification number of each documentational unit appears
left corner of each page of the documentation.

Identification

no.

Dage numbers description

RLB-KCS-D.O.I I
RLB-KCS-D-0-I 2-3

RLB-KCS-D-I-I
RLB-KCS-D-2-I
RLB-KCS-D-3-I
RLB-KCS-D-5-I

l-2
l-2
l-25
l-9
RLB-KCS-D-7-I I
RLB-KCS-D-10-I l-4
RLB-KCS-D-Q-I I
RLB-KCS-D-ET-I I

RLB-KCS.D.EI.I 2
RLB.KCS-D.E2.I I

RLB-KCS-D.E2.I

in the upper

2

RLB-KCS-D-E3.I I
RLB-KCS-D-E3-I 2-3
RLB-KCS-D-E4-I L-3

Title page
Seminar program
Introduction
Test for Software Developers
Proving Programs Correct

Practical Examples

Additional Theoretical Topics
Conclusions and Summary
Seminar Evaluation (Questionnaire)
Group Exercise I (Problem)
Sample Solution to Group Exercise I
Group Exercise 2 {Problem)
Sample Solution to Group Exercise 2

RLLKCS-D-E4-I 4-6

Group Exercise 3 (Problem)
Sample Solution to Group Exercise
Group Exercise 4 (Problem)
Sample Solution to Group Exercise

RLB.KCS.D.E5-I I
RLB-KCS-D-E5-I 2-3
RLB-KCS-D-E6-I I
RLB-KCS-D-E6-I 2

Group Exercise 5 (Problem)
Sample Solution to Group Exercise
Group Exercise 5 (Problem)
Sample Solution to Group Exercise

RLB-KCS-D-E7-I l-2
RLB-KCS-D-E7-I 3
RLB.KCS-D-E8-I I
RLB-KCS-D-E8-I 2-5

Group Exercise 7 (Froblem)
Sample Solution to Group Exercise
Group Exercise 8 (Problem)
Sample Solution to Group Exercise

3
4

5
6

7

8

The materials listed above will be handed out to the participants at various
times during the seminar. Therefore, they should be stapled and packaged as
shown above. (Each line above corresponds to one bound group.) Please note
that there are no handouts identified for seminar units 4, 6, 8 and 9. Please
note also that for each group exercise the statement of the problem and the
sample solution must be bound separately.

The handouts for units 0 and l, which are listed in the first three lines
above, may be put in the seminar binders and placed on the table before the
seminar begins. The other handouts should be packaged by group for distribution by the instructor during the seminar.

